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UCF shatters Rollins,

see Sports, page 21

FUTURE
UCF's ~ward-w:inniiig student newspaper

DA. Creig Ewing comments on stu-·
dent fees, page 8.
DBored with what is on TV?. Turn to
page 16 for some new programming.
DCase history of dunking at UCR¢camined on page 21.
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Former presidents
discuss SG w·oes
by Cindi Milam and
Rick Brunson
Future news

The Blue Ribbon Committee of former UCF student
body presidents met with the
executive and legislative
branches of Student Govern~
ment and held a student
forum in their review of SG.
According to Dr. LeVes.t er
Tubbs, vice president of student affairs, the committee
was created because of internal problems between the executive and legislative branches of Student Government.
The committee met with
members of the executive
branch Jan. 23 to discuss the
problems the organization
has had this year an<! in past
years, said student body
President .Mark Geary. Geary
said the committee has some

ideas concerning problems
between the two branches and
that they will review their
suggestions before making
recommendations to the office of student affairs. "I
definitely feel (the committee)
will be helpful,'' Geary said
after meeting with the past
presidents.
At a student senate
meeting Jan. 24 the committee listened to student
senators' comments and
answered questions. Many of
the senators used the opportunity to tell the committee
their feelings on why the
legislative and executive
branches disagree and how
the problems could be solved.
Sen. Stuart James said,
"The executive branch has
truly not made an at tempt t o
Presidents, page 4

Center Issac McKinnon pose~ wit h the backboard he shattered with a slam dunk during the
UCF /Rollins game Tuesday night. See story on page 21.

Class regis.tation extended to over a month

Registration for summer semester moved up to March· 6
the summer semester, which
would have been the second
week_of April, has been mov~
Registration for summer ed up to March 6 and will concourses at UCF will take tinue through April 13, Chapplace over a month-long" man said. Schedule adperiod due to a change in the justments and missed apregistration process, universi- pointments will be taken
ty registrar William Chap- April 16-18.
man said.
Chapman said this change
Continuous registration for was scheduled at the request
by Angela Barham

Future news

of college advisers:
after that date is because the
''The colleges want us to do student will know what
it over a period of time so courses he intends to comthey have a chance to react to plete" or take over, Chapman
the course request needs of said.
·
the students,'' he said.
At this slower ·pace the
The midpoint for course university plans to· register
withdraw~! for -the· spring 150 students per hour as opsemester is March 2. ''The posed to the usual 1. 000 ner
reason we want to start this hour.
·
early walk-by registration
Registration will be held in

Students to pay S14 mo.re

"Scars and stripes"

AD 148, and instead of having college advisers present
during registration, students
will have to seek them out
within the individual colleges.
Registration appointments
will be posted in alphabetical
~ order on the wall behind the
first floor stairs of the Adminstration Building.

.

Dormitoryfee on the rise
by Cindi Milam

Dave Roever, a Vietnam
veteran and evangelist,
told a group of about 100
students gathered on the "
village green Tuesday
about his injuries .and
recovery from the war.
Roever said a phosphorus
gren~de burned about 40
percent of his body and
reduced him to a
''smoldering
marshmallow." He said his
life would have been shattered, if it had not been
for the love of his wife
and his belief in God.

__

)

-rental rates is the lowest
figure from all of Florida's
state universities.
The UCF Housing Office
The Housing Office held
has proposed an overall 2.5 three meetings for UCF
percent increase in rental. residents this week to discuss
rates for on-campus dor~ the increased- rates. The Inmitories for the fall 1984 terhall Council met with Mcsemester, according to direc· Cray Monday to talk about
tor of housing, Christopher the proposals and the prepayMcCray.
ment for fall rental fees that
Presently, students pay was originally due Feb. 1.
$546 per semester for a douVolusia Hall resident Conble occupancy dormitory. The nie Burgmeier presented Mcproposed rate for 1984-85 for Cray with a petition signed
a double occupancy room is by 312 dormitory students
$560, a 2.6 percent increase. againsf the required $100
Single occupancy ra tes will be prepayment. After receiving a
increased 2.4 percent, and request for a two-week extenrates for triple rooms will not sion of the due dat e, McCray
be increased, McCray said.
extended the deadline t o Feb.
According to McCray, 15
UCF' s proposed increased for
McCray said the increase of
Future news

the required prepayment to
guarantee students of having
a dormitory in the fall from
$50 to $100 · was needed for
protection of the Housing Office from last-minute cancellations.
Seven hundred
students were turned away by
.the Housing Office for the fall
1983 semester because of lack
of facilities. The prepayment
deadline was also moved up
to Feb. 1 from March 1 to
spe~d up the process of notifying students on the waiting
list as to whether or not they
will able to get on-campus
. housing for the fall. The
prepayment deadline has now
been extended to Feb. 15.
Several students complaine~ because they could forfeit
Fee, page 5

Page 2
A look at
people, places
and events

Friday's briefing
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NeWs beat.
Panel to discuss victimless ·c rimes
There will be a panel discussion about "victimless crimes"
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the University Dining Room. Two
attorneys, a minister and a politician will air their views on
marijuana, homosexuality, prostitution, obscenity and the role
of the state in making them criminal offenses. Panel members
will have five minutes to present their positions, and then
questions from the audience will be t'aken. Interested faculty
and students, as well as the public, are invited to attend. For
more information, call Dr. David Slaughter at 275-2603 or
843~8390.

Women's scholarship available
The financial aid office is accepting appliq1tions for a UCF's
Women's Club scholarship for the 1984-85 academic year. Applicatt.ts must have 3.0 grade point average or better in
academic subjects, be a single head of household, a full-time
undergraduate student and meet other criteria. ::for more i~for
mation, call Don Baldwin at 275-2827.

Write for sources of financial aid
Students wishing to find out about scholarships for the fall
1984 semester or summer employment may write the Scholarship Bank. The organization's director, Steve Danz, says the
bank wi.U send a print-out of up to 50 sources·of aid to each student who writes. The print-out" will be based on his or her
response to a questionnaire sent by the bank. Students may
send a business-size, stamped, self-addressed envelope to the
Scholarship Bank, 10100 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles,
Calif., 90067.

Recital for Russian works planned .
The UCF Department of.Foreign Languages is sponsoring a
music and poetry recital called the "Night of Russi.a n Poetry
and Music," Feb. 10 at 8 p.m. in the Music Rehearsal Hall.
Poetry and musical selections will be presented by various artists with Egraf Andreev featured on the balalaika.
Refreshments will be served and faculty, students and staff
are invited to attend. For more information, call Dr. Armando
Payas at 275-2472.
-

Correct phone numbers announced
According to Helen Ryor of the Learning Resource Center in
the College of Education, there })as been some confusion about
the phone numbers of the LRC and the Office of Instructional
Resources. The LRC is a lab for students in the College of
Education and the number is 275-2791. The Office of InstruGtional Resources' Learning Center is located on the first floor
of the Library and the number is 275:2574.

Engineers to drop eggs Feb. 15
Engineering day will be Feb. 15 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Engineering Building. The event will feature contests, exhibits, displays and a mystery competition. The egg-drop competition, where a cushioned capsule containing two eggs will be
dropped from the roof of the Engineering Building, will be held
at 12:30 p.m. For more information, call Mary MacArthur at
275-2191.

Club for social sciences formed
The Sociology· and Anthropology Club is holding meetings
this semester in room 214 in the Student. Center at 11 a.m.
each Wednesday. The club is open to anyone interested i!1 the
social ·sci~nces. For more information, call 275-2290 or
275-2227.

JCC having 10,000 meter run
The Jewish Community'Center ·of Central Florida is having
its first annual 10,000 meter run on March 4 at 8 a.m. The run
will be held at the center at 851 N. Maitland Ave., Maitland. A
two-mile fun run will begin at 9:30 a.m. and a quarter mile race
for children will be at 10 a.m. The race fee is $6 before Feb. 27
and $8 afterward. Post-race awards will include drawings for
gift certificates and a weekend for two at a resort. For more information, call 249-1832.

Hikes planned for backpackers
The Florida Trail Association is planning day hikes and
overnight hikes for back-packers and would be back-packers.
For more information, come to the Florida Trail Association
meeting on Feb. 9 at 7:30 p.m. at 210 Packwood Ave.,
Maitland, or call Wylie Dykes at 671-8866.

UCF Police Chief Ron Seacrist, left, presents officer Tommie Nelson, right, with a new badge,
after promoting him to assistant director of police.

People in the news
UCF' s February employee
of the month is Barbara
Ailsworth, an accountant in
the university's Budget Office. The office operates with
six employees who must
make sure the dollar allocation of the legislature flows
into the university where it
has been budgeted. Ailsworth
started working at UCF 10
ye'ars . ago as a clerk-typist.
She is taking cours~s in
liberal studies and hopes to
obtain her degree in two
years. Wh~n not working or
taking classes, Ailsworth
likes to read and swim.

•.

Seven cadets from Detachment 159 of the UCF Air
Force . ROTC recently began
civilian flight training at the
Sanford Airport. Keith
Albrecht, Richard Appen,
Ted Davis, Philip Kochan,
Kirby Simmons, Michael
Leach and Michael Ogle will
receive 13 hours of flight
training, ·including a ~olo
flight. In addition, they will
receive ground school instruction in aerodynamics, aircraft
systems, air regulations,
·navigation and meteorology.
The cadets will become secon d lieutenants upon

graduation next year and
then begin training in jet aircraft at various Air Force
pilot training stations around
the country.

••• •
People in the news is a column devoted to the recognition of awards
and
achievements by UCF's
students, staff and faculty.
Contributions should be
typed, dou_ble-spaced on a
60-space line and submitted
one week before publication.

•••
CamEus close-uE
, $450,000 from a trust fund
drawn from student tuition
payments. The Baby Gator
Center and university officials had been haggling
since March over how much
money the center would
receive. Finally, the Board of
Ban lifted against sponsors- '
-Alcohol and tobacco comStudent
newspaper Regents stepped in and settlpany sponsors will be allowed publishes telephone poll-- ed the dispute.
to support this year's Greek Forty-three perc~nt of
Week, Dance-a-thon and cam- University of Pennsylvania
pus carnival at the University students say they are still
Search begins for new
, of Minnesota. The ad- virgins, but only 11 percent president· A search commitministration banned such say they plan to remain a tee has been formed to find a
sponsorship last May, but virgin until marriage. Forty- new p~esident for Valencia
lifted the ban for the three one percent say they had sex Community College. Former
events in response to student before coming to college. president James F. Gollattcnmplaints. The administra- About 90 percent do plan to scheck resigned Dec. 14 after
tion fears accepting sponsors' get married and have serving for 14 years. The
money implies product en- children, but most say they 16-member committee will
dorsement but will review ·its will wait at least three years make recommendations for no
ban b_ecause organizations after graduation. The figures fewer than five and no more
say they depend on the spon- were the result of a telephone than 12 candidates to VCC's
sors' money.
survey conducted by the Board of Trustees.
university's
student
newspaper.
Parents get phony "cake"
letters--Phony letters to
Last week when listing
parents of University of
the · recipients of the
Texas students urged them to
Charlie Wadsworth/Curt
buy cakes for fictitious surStanton
scholarship
prise birthday parties for
awards, the Future wrongtheir children. The handwritly
identified
Mary
ten letters, signed by a
BrockmyeT as Mary
"friend" of their son or
Baby Gator gets money- McKinney. The Future
daughter, asked parents to The child care center at the regrets the error.
send money to L.A. deMont- University of Florida will get
mollinf a Florida firm whose
brochure was enclosed. UT officials say they released-.the
names addresses, and birthdays of more than 10,000
students to the Florida company.

•••

•••

•••

Correction

I

J
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Secret donor giVes $150,000 to UCF
by Jayne Day

remain anonymous.
The 1972, wanted to assist the
donor of the gift is a local university's anthropology
businessman who . has a department to strengthen its
special interest in Latin stature in the field.
The UCF Department of America, said Dr. William ·
Sociology and Anthropology Brown, chairman of the
The donation will enable ·
recently received an unex- sociology and anthroplogy the 'd epartment of anpected giffof $150,000 from a department. The contributor, thropology to conduct more
UCF alumnus who asked to who graduated from UCF in research in Central America,
which is currently an anthropological
hotspot.
Presently, UCF's Dr. Allyn
Stearman is in Bolivia conducting studies there. A great .
deal of other research is in
progress in Central A.merica,
according to Brown.
Future news

Brown said he ·is excited
about the prospect of involving UCF in such a hot area.
Archeologists are trying to
find out why the ancient ad-

ment also express optimism.
Dr. David Jones says he
hopes the donation will inspire more students to consider studying sociology and
anthropology.
Although more donations
may be needed, Brown hopes
this large donation may help
The secret contributor met
UCF receive recognition in with anthropology professors
the field of anthropology. He and administrators three
believes the potential of the weeks ago, at which time he
university becoming a leader told the group of his Wishes
in the area may in itself lead and intentions for the donato other contributions. Dr. tion. The conference was a
Ralph Llewellyn, dean of the departmental effort to get to
College of Arts and Sciences, know the donor and set down
says that because of the cam- . guidelines about when and
pus location, UCF has a good how the money will be spent.
opportunity to set up a program with a larger corps of ·The $150,-000 is in an
escrow account along with a
anthropologists.
statement of the donor's inProfessors in the depart- tent.

vanced natives that once
thrived there disappeared and
how their intelligent civilizations evolved.

Registration drive.aims· a.t issues
. Halbert said more students elected officals. This is
need
to registe~ to vote ·because older people vote,
Future news
because many current Halbert said.
legislative issues, such as the
Halbert stated that
hill
to
raise
the
drinking
age
creating
more awareness
Student body Vice Presi1,
affeCt
and
Proposition
about
·the
issues will endent Stan Halbert said Monthem
greatly.
courage
students
to vote on
day that he hopes 3,000
state
and
national
the
local,
students register to vote durHe added that when levels. To help increase stuing Student Government's
current voter registration legislators are given the dent awareness, Student
drive. Student body Presi- choice of · listening to a stu- Government will sponsor a
dent Mark Geary said dent group or an older group, debate and distribute pamWednesday that 168 students the older group's wishes will phlets about the drinking age
.
be of more interest to the bill.
had registered in the drive.
by. Debbie Kroner

Raul PereZ/Fulure

,c.

PHONE HOME!!
Tell your parents to buy
·a tax-saving townhom~
(The townh9me's for you· the t~x saving's for Dad)

•
•

Preconstruction ~ale price .$49,000·($900 savings)
Also save·$1,500 or more in closing costs
* As little as 5% down
• 1st full year tax write off over $5,000
* 2 bedroo'11 21/2 bath town~omes 1 mile south of UCF
* Move in August.1984
·

Tell Dad to call today-Offer ends March 1
' University Blvd.

UCF

(305) 273·0990
Cambridge Circle

S.R.50

Advantage Developement Corp.
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Center administrators until
Former SG head Lee Con- communication between the
0

communicate with the
legislative branch.'' James
said that the two branches are
not always going to agree,
and that SG "needs to look to
the past" for guidance in solving some of the problems.
The committee held an open
session for students Wednesday in the Student Center
Auditorium. No students attended.
"It's tough to compete with
free beer on the lawn," committee member Rick Walsh
said.
Walsh, UCF student body
president from 1976-77, and
currently an aide to state
senator George Stuart, drew
on examples of past student
government administrations
for ideas about resolving SG's
problems.
Walsh said he looked upon
his experience as a chance to
take part in a "republican.experiment." He said past SG
administrations had more
comraderie and compromised
more to achieve their goals.
''Student Government has

a

become more than a testing
ground, it has .become a battleground,'' Walsh said.
The committee also discussed the strained relationship
between politics and public
service in the SG.
"I've talked to student
senators and they tell me they
are there to serve the
students. What does that
mean?" former student body
Presideiit Gary Andersen
said. Andersen now serves as
a public defender for Seminole
County.
Walsh said. Student
Government during his
tenure derived satisfaction
from making good public
policy that hel~ 1ed . ~he
students, not in poht1cal
beatings.''
"In an attempt to become
an autonomous hody, the
legislative side has forgotten
· why it's there," Walsh said.
The possibility of having a
retreat for SG was discussed.
Walsh said the Student
Government of his day never
got along with the Student

they went on a retreat
together to listen to each
other's differences.

stantine, now a city commis- executive and legislative
sioner of Altamonte Springs, branches to build a "common
said there needed to be more working relationship."

Three members of the Blue Ribbon Committee, left to right, are, .G ary Andersen, Lee Constantine and Rick Walsh.

Enjoy a~ .o l Emilr'OJP)e
. amttdl Wllll1l $5)0)0)0).,
·················~················

:
. .
..

by Cindi Milam
Future news

The UCF 'student senate
overwhelmingly approved a
bill Tuesday that spells out in
detail the statutes that
govern Student Government
elections; it was passed,
senators say, to avoid past
problems of misinterpretation.
.'.fhe Elections and Appointments amended the legislation to include requirements
for a ticket system in the student body president and vice
presidential elections, which
the senate. passed Jan. 17.

..........
.

•

Senate passes
elections bill
at meeting

.

'

•

........
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Here's a test you can actually relax for. First,
To enter; print the number of the country next to
pour yourself a relaxing cup of General Foods® the can of General Poods® International Coffees
International Coffees. Then match the six rich whose flavor was inspired by that country.
Mall this entire ad to: G.F.l.C. Taste of Europe Sweepstakes.
coffee flavors above with the five countries of
Department 38, ~.O. Box 8886, Westport, CT 06887-8886
Europe that inspired them. And if ·
Name------------------your answers are right, you could be
Address-----------------$5,000 richer. Plus one winner from
City/State/Z i p - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - your school will receive a $10 gift
OEHElW. F0008
certificate to the college bookstore. College---------------~--General Foods International Coffees Sweepstakes Official Rules
l. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. 2. To enter, complete this ad or a3" x 5" plain piece of paper with your hand-printed name. address. zip code and the name of your college.
When using the ad as entry, hand-print the answers to the six questions in the spaces provided: when using a 3" x 5" entry, hand-print the six General Foods International
Coffees flavors in a list on a separate 3" x 5" plain piece of paper and next to each indicate the European country that inspired it by hand-printing the number of that
country's map. Mail this entire completed ad or other entry to: GFIC Taste of Europe Sweepstakes. Department 38. P.O. Box 8886. Westport. CT 0688H886. Each
entry must include either one proof-of-purchase of General Foods International Coffees (the "cup with letters GFIC" cut from the plastic lid) or the words "General Foods
International Coffees Come In 6 Flavors" hand-printed on aseparate 3" x 5" plain piece of paper. 3. Enter as often as you like, but each entry must be mailed separately.
Entries must be received by March 17, 1984. Not responsible tor illegible. damaged. lost. late or misdirected entries: mechanically reproduced entries not accepted. 4. One
Grand Prize of $5.000 and 177 Second Prizes consisting of a $10 gift certificate to each of the 177 participating college bookstores will be awarded. Winners will be
determined by random drawing on or about March 23, 1984 from among all correct entries received by Promot1onj1I Marketing Corporation. an independent judging
organization whose decisions are final. Odds of winning will be determined by the number of correct entries received. There 1s a limit of one prize per person and one
Second Prize per college. Prizes may not be substituted. transferred or exchanged. Winners will be notified by-mail provided they are available at the address shown on the
entry or have furnished a proper forwarding address to sweepstakes headquarters (PMC. 65 Jesup Road. Westport. CT 06880). 5. Sweepstakes is open to registered
college students 18 years of age or older at participating colleges in the U.S.. except employees and their families of General Foods Corporation. their affilJates. subs1d1aries.
advertising and production agencies. and Promotional Marketing Corporation. Void wherever prohibited or restricted by law. All Federal. State and local laws and
regulations apply. Taxes.are the sole responsibility of the winners. Winners may be required to sign an Affidavit of 8ig1bility and Publicity Release. 6. To obtain the name of
the Grand Prize winner. send a stamped self-addressed envelope to: GFIC Winner List. P.O. Box 2925, Saugatuck Station, Westport. CT 06880 by March 17, 1984.
1c1

General Foods Corporation 1984

The amendments made by
the EA Committee include: ·
allowing runoff candidates to
spend half of the original cam.paign money allowed in the
general elections, not allowing candidates disqualified
from an election to compete in
special elections and requir·
ing serialization of paper
ballots. A provision was also
made allowing the UCF area
campuses to hold elections on
the Monday and Tuesday of
election week, instead of
Tuesday and Wednesday
which is required of UCF's
main campus.
According to Sen. John
Sowinski, the new statutes
have a section concerning spring elections and a section
covering the fall elections;
this is to differentiate between the independent elections held in the fall and the
ticket system elections held
in the spring. He also said the
elections statutes are now
much clearer than past
statutes, enabling candidates
to have a better understanding of election requirements.

Page 5
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Off the trail

Rotter and Menk plQn
to poll soc·students
by Vivian Katz
South Orlando Bureau

Rob Rotter and Dana
Menk, chairman and vice
chairman of the South Orlando 'Campus Student Government committee met recently
and formulated a budget proposal, set projects for 1984
and planned a student qµestionnaire.
Rotter and Menk have
decided to ask Student
Government for the same
amount of money that was
allotted
SOC
last
year--$11,904. Rotter said,
"We spent about two-thirds
of that last year, so we don't
need to over burden · the
Tim Barto/Future
budget preposal. ''
Menk agreed. "We can proStudents congregate for free beer Wednesday at the Marketing Club's kick-off party for its
bably
spend 100 percent of
· "Heart of the Night" dance to be held Feb. 12.
this year's budget without
asking for an excessive
amount," she said. · ·
Some major projects these
man, former coordinator of not accommodate the center. two student representatives
by Jay~e Day
Future news
the proJect, said the center Dr. Charles Micar~lli. dean of will tackle in 1984 are: a free
was intended to aid students undergraduate studies, telephone for local calls like
The Academic Skills Center in preparation for state ex- agreed, saying that equip- that provided for main camof UCF has closed its doors ams or to brush up on specific ment needed for the program pus students, another change
also could not" be fit in the machine in the snack bar, a
for fhe rest of the academic areas.
table for the. campus' Apple
year, but will ' reopen in the
Currently the remedial center ..
Because of these difficulties computer and a student quesfall according to Dr. Frank materials used in the center
Juge, associate vice president are being stored in the univer- students who were enrolled in
sity's instruc.tional resourses the programs were referred to
of academic affairs.
. The center, which ·was department where officials in- Valencia and Seminole Com- $75 of the .$100 prepayment if
located in the Undergraduate tend to relocate the center in munity Colleges wh&re they cancel their spots in the
similar operations are in full resident halls. McCray said,
Studies suite of the Ad- the falL
"If you have a valid. reasox:i
use.
A shortage of space in the
ministration Building, offered
(for
leaving the dormitories),
Juge
was
optimistic
courses in grammar, reading center appears to be the mawe
will
take care of that on an
however
about
the
future
of
proficiency, algebra and jor incentive for the transfer.
individual
basis." According
the
Academic
Skills
Center.
geometry. Mary Alice Hart- Juge says the facilities could

The watering hole

Skills center closed down

tionnaire that will enable Rotter and Menk to be more
responsiye to the students at
the satellite campus.
The questionnaire, which
has not been composed yet,
will ask students their opinions on parking, tuition,
bookstore · services, the
library, s·nack bar and·
scheduling at the SOC. The
questionnaire will ·also have
questions dealing with issues
which face both main campus
and SOC students since many
students enrolled at SOC are
also enrolled at the main campus.
One such "issue that Rotter
and Menk feel will be as controversial to SOC students as
~t is to main campus students
is the proposed athletic fee.
Rotter says the proposed
fee will affect satellite campuses because state law says
students enrolled · in classes
there wilrbe responsible for a
portion of the fee. Rotter and
Menk plan to seek a partial or
total waiver of the fee for
students enrolled at satellite
campuses.
"It's just like the he~th fee ·
and we plan to treat it that
way," Menk .said.

Fee-----------__,;;...-from page 1
to McCray, any money made
through forfeiture of $75
upon cancellation goes to the
Housing
Office's
miscellaneous 'account. "We
do not get interest on the
money," McCray said.

. ,PASS CLAST?

Three books written
.
ESPECIALLY
to teach the CLAST competencies.

• 48HOUR KODAK SLIDE f»ROCESSING
•AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
•FILM PROCESSING AS FAST AS YOU NEED IT .
•CAMERA REPAIRS
• F.UU LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
mats, frames
•PROFESSIONAL PRINT DISPLAy PREPARATION:mountlng,
texturlzlng,and spraying

-

GETTING READY FOR THE CLAST, $10.95 154 pp. ...
·
Sample tests and in.struction in reading, writing and mathematfos
~<?LLEGE

MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 260 pp.
Thousands of CLAST examples and sample tests.

,¥ember: Professional Photo~aphic Society of Ce~tral Flori~~ •

MATH ANXIETY REDUCJ"ION: A Workbook, $10,95, 202 pp.
_Teaches how to cope with test anxiety,
.
1n your

10~ Student
Discount

·

, ' " - use -11 - OPEN M-F 10;D0-6;00
......,;.. KodakpaperSAT. 10;00-5;00
..-::1-- fora good took.
6n-5558

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE NOW!!

or .
send your check for the price plus $1.00 to:
H&H Publishing Company, Inc., 1117 Webb Drive Clearwater FL.
.
'
'
33515, Ph. (813) 447-0835.

ARNOLD ART & GRAPHICS
- ARTIST SUPPLIES
Caring for the students' needs

;

Discount with college ID

I

MAJOR BRANDS
• DRAFTING TABLES • AIRBRUSHES • ARCHES PAPER
•CRESCENT MATBOARDS • STRATHMORE •BIENFANG• GRUMBACHER • ULANO • FREDRIX
'""~~,......
•WINSOR & NEWTON• FRAMES• EASELS• LIQUl-TEX •KOH-I-NOOR

894-6621
''SERVING ORLANDO SINCE 1946"
538 NORTH BUMBY

ACROSS THE STREET FROM COLONIAL PLAZA
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Local laws hampering voting drives
not
completed
preregistration forms mailed to
by David Gaede
them over the summer.
Special to the Future
In October, a New York
WILMINGTON,
Del. election judge denied State
(CPS)-When their voter University of New York
registration drive netted over College-Purchase students
1,856 signatures in early the right to vote locally
November, 356 more than because campus dormitory
their projected goal of 1,500, addresses cannot be conthe College Democrats at the sidered
permanent
University of Delaware· bask- residences.
It has happened at campus
ed in success and optimism.
Two weeks later, the local after campus; the best-laid
election board informed them plans of ambitious student
that all 1,856 signatures had voter registration drives
been . rejected because the break up on the shoals of
group failed to prove the peculiar local eligibility rules,
signers were permanent locking students out of the
residents of the state.
electoral process.'
·
At about the same time, · And it promises to happen
3,000 Rutgers students. learn- with increasing frequency in
ed they would not be able to · the coming weeks as a variety
vote locally because they had of
groups
and
can-

di dates-the
College
Democrats,
College
Republicans, Public Interest
Research Groups, National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
United States Student
Association, the Hart and
Jackson campaigns, among
others-all try to keep promises to help masses of
students register to vote during the 1984 primary and
general presidential election.
Many of them are findi~g.
however, that th~ inconsistent and seemj.ngly whimsical
voting requirements of local
election officals is a ~uch bigger problem than student
apathy.
·
"It's a really big mess,"
laments Kathy Downey, who
just compleited an in-depth

"In other states, you have
study of student voter
registration problems for the to be deputized and live in the
National Student. Educa- county to be certified to
register people," she contional Fund.
tinues. "The key to avoiding
"It's really discrimination problems is to provide project
against students by the local participants with extensive
election officals,'' she asserts. training and information on
"When local powers get ner- local election laws.''
vous about the student vote,
the fa~t that in many places
students could actually
change the results of an election, they put as much in the
way (of students registering)
as possible.''

McKinney acknowledges
''there will be some
problems" with regional election commissions, but adds,
"We'll be working directly
with the ACLU (American
Civil Liberites Union) to pro''In some states you can . vide legal back-up" when
just mail in post cards and such conflicts occur.
you 're registered," notes
Students have had clashes
Gwen McKinney, director of
with
local election boards
the United States Student
ever
since
18-year-olds receivAssociation's voter registr~
ed
the
right
to vote in 1972.
tion drive.

WORK· PART TIME
FULL TIME· ANY TIME
We've been custom-making jobs to fit
people's needs since 1946. We'll match just
the right temporary assignment to your
skills whether you want to work 40 hours a
week, or just 4. There's never a fee. Just stop
by Personnel Pool, and we'll ge_t to work on
your custom-made job.
If you're looking for temporary or shortterm work ... let us take the blues out of your
Monday morning!

Call Kit Mon.-Fri.

843-4906
Temporary help s·ince 1946.

Personnel Pool@
Equal Opportunity Employer M/f

C.ollege
Park Florist
Serving Since 1952
Flowers for All Ocassions

,

Valentine's Day Special;
20 % DISCOUNT with STUDENT I.D.
~,
Cash & Carry 423-5771
2118 Edgewater Dr.
4

•

••••

9,

'

·~·~·~

~-H.

IOIPIAN
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

COURSE

MCAT
LSAT
GRE
MCAT

When it runs out you won't have to.
The exciting Pilot Ball Point. It's got everything ~oing for
it. Smoother writing. Specially designed finger nbbing
for continual writing comfort. Stainless steel point. Tungsten carbide ball. Perfectly balanced. Achoice of medium
or fine points. And best of all. •. yoa'll never throw it out.
just slip in a 39c refill and you're ready to write again.
So next time your old
scratchy see-thru pen [
]

runsoat, runoutand

ge~ a 69c Pilot Ball

Pomt pen.~.plus

a few refills.

Pll11.V
~
- ~
I

®

,. .

I/
~·

:

=----

Class Starts

FEB. 22
FEB 26
.JAN. 30
FE8.7

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center
We reserve the right to cancel any class for
which there is insufficient enrollment.
Call for details
Days.Evenings.or Weekends

678-8400

~
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Askew stops in Orlando, states qualifications
Askew's speech was . because he says the U.S. had
sprinkled
with such light a responsibility to protect
Future news
remarks. But he was all Americans overseas, he does
Peniocratic . presidential business ~hen it came to not believe the U.S. Marines
hopeful Reubin Askew flew answering questions about belong in Lebanon. Instead,
into Orlando Executive Air- his plans for the country if he he thinks that they should be
port for a few hours Tuesday is elected president. As far as replaced by a United Nations
afternoon to introduce his a running mate is concerned, peacekeeping force and that
delegate candidates for the he will leave that decision to the U.S. should maintain an
Democratic National Conven- the delegation. He doe~ not offshore force. "When a
tion to supporters and give a rule out the possibility of hav- Marine's primary mission is
ing a woman as a running to keep from getting killed
brief speech.
each day, then I say that
Among Askew's delegate mate.
Askew favors a moderate
candidates are Rep. Fran
Carlton and Rep. Alzo Red- defense buildup and moderate
dick of Orlando, Orange arms control. Instead of
County Commissioner Vera outright cuts to the defense
Carter, Dick Batchelor of budget, he said he thinks that
Orlando,
and
Roland the Defense Department
Williams of Longwood. Both should take a little better look
Batchelor and Williams are at what it is getting for its
money. Pulling a small Allen - r
graduates of UCF.
Askew's trip to Orlando wrench out of his pocket, he
was part of a series of brief said, ''This small wrench cost
stops at airports around 16 cents at the hardware
Florida. In a two-day period, store. On one defense conhe expected to · visit eight tract, with all its special
engineering, this wrench was
Florida cities.
priced
at $9,000. Another
Although most people consider him a " dark dark horse more competitive defense concandidate, "
the former tractor had it priced at
Florida governor says he feels $5,200."
In addition, Askew is op- Reubin Askew
real good at this point in his
campaign and he expects to posed to a nuclear arms
finish in the upper half listing freeze, the only Democratic there-' s something awful
of the candidates in the Iowa candidate to take this stand. wrong," he said. .
He feels that by committing
caucus in three weeks.
According to him, being a itself to a nude~ freeze, the
As far as erasing some of
longshot is not a new ex- country will be unable to the national deficit, Askew
perience. "I've been running maintain a strong, modern says something needs to be
· up a hill all my life," he said. defense force.
done to get the deficit under
While he supported the control, because "this coun''I even kind of lean forward
U.S. invasion of Grenada try cannot continue to be
when I stand."
by Vicki White

strong and prosp.e r with that
kind of deficii:. Something
needs to be done to curb it
because it's a ticking time
bomb."
However·, he is not in favor
of random cuts to the budget,
especially to items like health
care, Social Security and
welfare programs. Askew
says these programs do not
take up a very large part of
the budget anyway so cuts to
them would not make a great
deal of difference, except
perhaps, to the people who
participate in those programs.
Jobs in this decade will be
provided primarily . by the
small businessman, Askew
said. According to his figures,
80 percent of the new jobs in
this country will be provided
by businesses employing
under 100 people, and 50 per-.
cent of these jobs will come
from businesses employing 20
people or less.
Askew believes that in
order to improve the quality
of education, the nation must
rebuild its commitment to
education. The way to get better teachers, Askew says, is
to offer them more money so
that staying in the public sector is at least as attractive as
working in the private sector.
The public is going to have to

share the cost for this with
the federal government, he
said. He is for merit and incentive pay for teachers, but
he says this would be an exercise ii1 futility if the pay for
. teaching is not attractive
enough to high-quality people
in the first place. Good education is vital to the nation,
Askew says, "because you
can't talk about a future
without talking about educa. tion. The two are inseparable.
The very fact that I'm here
today, running for president
attests to that. Without an
education I wouldn't be able
to do it."
Although he has never served in Congress, Askew nontheless feels that if he were
elected president he would be
able to work with them. He
has served on two federal
committees and was a
member of former President
Jimmy Carter's cabinet. He
has also frequently gone t~
members of Congress for advice. ''It may be surprising to
some people, but there are
many intelligent people in the
Congress," he said, ''and I
think that since I have worked with them in . the past, I
should be able to work with
them in the future." He also
says he respects the Congress
as a separate branch of the
government and that will also
aid him in dealing with it.

OFTHE1984

.-· KISSIN' CLOSE-UP

. fli:'t GAMES!
~k ,Sunday, Feb. 12
~!!!!!!': 8:00p.m.-2:00a.m.
----

Thursday,,Night
"College Night"
Featuring
5¢ Deer 9:00-10:00p.m ..

50¢ Draft $1.00 Drinks all night

Premier State-of-the-Art video system with the~~
best top 40 video music
Tasteful Grooming Required
(No T-Shirts of torn jeans)

·4315 N. Orange Blossom Tr.,
1/4 Mile South of Lee Rd.
You Must Be 19- Valid State l.D. Required.

-Great .Party
-Great pancing
Drink Specials

$2 advance
$3 at the door
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Opinion

LOOK AT

THE ISSUES
OF THE DAY

•
a. cre1g

•

~wing

'Presence ' an important
quality· for candidates
The presidential candidates are dutifully telling voters
where they stand on the issues:_the federal budget
deficit, Marines in Lebanon, education-but how much
weight do voters really attach to the issues, come
November when they select the person for the highest
honor in the country?
Undoubtedly, the presidential candidate must have an
ideology that voters can stomach, but the usual rhetoric
will suffice-: maintain peace; lower taxes, or bolster social
programs if he is a Democrat; and slash the waste in
Washington.
.
What people really desire in a president is a personality, which differs, depending on the mood of the country.
In 1976, it needed a newcomer, someone unattached from
the party that was responsible for Watergate. Unfortunately, it sacrificed experience. In 1980, the country
. needed a man of defipite ideas. Reagan had them;
Carter's freshness had gone stale with a failing economy
and a hostage crisis.
The masses demand the media supply them with personal trivia on the candidates to supplement a ~oo-long
campaign made dull by repititous promises. More people
probably remember that Mr. Carter had lusted in his
heart than remember his promise to reduce bureaucracy.
America's president must have a certain charisma, a
distinctive personality that can keep voters' attention
the length of the campaign. Of course, a candidates'
media men determine to a large extent, the candidate's
success. But to make the transition from candidate to
popular president, he has to carry the position with grace
and strength. Americans must be able to count on their
president to handle with equal charm visiting Girl Scouts
and Soviet leaders.
Voters listen to candidates discuss issues, but come
election day, they will cast their votes for the man with
enough presence to fill the highest job in the country.

preciated
If politicians had any inclinations to "help" law enforcement officers with their jobs, former city Councilman
Earnest Page's conviction Tuesday should have squashed it. Page _learned the hard way what former Florida
Rep. Richard Kelley could have told him--the authorities
don't appreciate politicians conducting their own investigations on shady characters. Politicians have a hard
enough time doing their own jobs well; hopefully they will
take
the
hint and
stop moonlighting.

There never was a good war or a bad peace.
Ben Franklin
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A different perspective on fees
· One of the problems of being a famous columnist is being recognized.
I was walking to the library
before its book was checked
out and was stopped by someone wearing an orange
NRA cap.
"Hey, .you're that Ewing
guy that writes for the
Future, aren't you?" he said.
"Yeah, I guess I am," I
replied hesitantly,
"My name's Bobby Lee
Wright."
"How are you doing?"
"How come you ain't wrote
nothin' on the athletic fee?"
asked Bobby Lee.
"Well, I'm not really sure
how I feel about it. I support
what they're trying to do with
the athletic program, but I
think it's a shame that they

are so deep in debt. Are yoµ
against it?"
"Hell, no. I ain't one of
them sissies against it. You
. know, like they say, it will
make my degree mor-e
prestigious," he said.
"What's your major?"
"P.E .. "
"Oh. I can see where that
would help. I'll think about
that column. See you later."
"Wait. They can save
money other pl~ces, '' he said.
"Where?"
"On the health fee."
"Even if they raise it to $20
it seems like a good deal to
me,'' I said.
"It's just socialized
medicine. The whole school is
going commie. I ain't never

been sick anyway," Bobby
Lee said. "Next they're gonna
charge us a library fee and
· say that·it will help our education to have more books in the
library.''
"They're always trying to
. waste money like that. I have
to get to·class,'' I said.
"Wait. What about the
charge for the parking
stickers?''
"What about it?"
"They tell you they need
the money to pave the parking lots. I always end up having to park my truck in the
grass. It don't cost nothin'
not to pave the grass. They
shouldn't make you buy a
sticker if you're gonna park in
the grass.''
I walked away. He was
beginning to make sense.

From our readers
Night student questions UCF's priorities .
·-

·Editor:
It's rough... working 40 plus
hours a week striving to
secure and build a foothold in
my profession, my career. It's
rough making ends meet and
coughing up spiraling tuition
and textbook money in order
to attend evening classes at
UCF. Classes that will net me
a degree and enrich me both
personally and professionally. ·
It's . rough when I register
for required classes only to
have them canceled-not due

to lack of interest, but lack of
funds. And then there are
terms in which no evening
classes in my major are offered. Again, lack of funds?
Of course this means my
graduationjs pushed further
and further into the future,
rather than just arourld the
corner.
Wait a minute! I just learned the athletic department is
also having it rough: A whopping deficit, poor game attendance (I'm guilty) and insufficient funding for Division
I-AA placement and competi-

tion. Solution? Assess each
student an additional $15 per
semester plus $1.42 per credit
hour. Now the football team
can play; the deficit is erased;
the cheerleaders can cheer
and I can rework my budget
to squeeze out the additional
"necessary" funds.
It's rough ... because I don't
understand the rationale..
Uprgraded sports competition is more important than
additional, as well as, quality
classes and teachers?
Bonnie Johnson
Journalism

Athletics is a part of university life
Editor:
complained that the students
It seems that there are a don't even support the footfew ·people at UCF that are ball team, yet it wasn't more
taking an ·awfully short-sided · than four years ago that the
view of the recently raised University of Miami Hurathletic fee. The increase, ricanes had the · same prowhich would only amount to blem. Given the chance to
about $17 for the average stu- grow, I'm sure the UCF footdent, is necessary to fund our ball program will be selfgrowing athletic program.
supporting in the future.
Meanwhile, let's show our
Last week Alan Ashlock

support for all the athletic
teams through their good
times and bad times, and it
will show with better performances down the road.
Athletics is a large part of
many ·college campuses, and I
hope UCF doesn't become an
exception.
Ken Kueker
Electrical engineering

Letter poli~Y.
Letters to the editor must be
delivered to the Future editorial office by 5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication. Letters must be typed
on a 60-space line and should not be
more than 250 words in length. All
letters, mu~t be signed with author's
phone number to be considered for
publication. Under certain circumstances, writers' names will be
witheld upon request. All letters are
subject to editing.
Some letters may be designated as
guest editorials at the editor's descrition, · with the permission of the
writer. All submitted material
becomes the copyrighted property of
the Future newspaper.
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National on-campus report

Students share blame
for education's woes
Public education has indeed
become
''mired
in
mediocrity," say college student government president
and student newspaper
editors. But they believe
students are at least partially
responsible.
In a National On-Campus
Report survey, the 190
leaders and 172 editors
respondin_g agreed by a three
to one margin that education
is in serious trouble. But
many believe it is a lack of effort and commitment- by
students, faculty and administration-that handicaps
the system.
College administrators are
"committed to mediocrity
rather than progress," said a
community college student
leader. "Many of the larger
universities and colleges
don't really teach, they just
preach," added a Midwest
student government president. "Faculty tend to limit
students to their own opinions rather than encouraging students to challenge
them," taid another leader.

Students abuse
opportunities
But many student editors
and leaders feel their peers
are to 'blame. "The ambitious
student is still able to get a
good education," said a
private school editor. "The
sourc.es are there-it is a pro-

blem of national educational
laziness.'' . Said another
editor: "Both stµdents and
teachers must overcome their
apathy and have a cause to
believe in and work for. All of
us are becoming too selfcentered and need to look
around and help for ·the good
of all.''
Private school students, in
particular, were quicker to defend their Institution and to
hofd individual students
responsible for not taking advantage of their opportunities
to learn. "The educational
system isn't mired in
mediocrity, students are,"
said an editor from a small
private school. "Those who
wish to, may achieve educational excellence.'' Many said
students should get away
from the narrow careerfocused education.
Those comments tie into
what one-third of the student
government presidents and
one-fifth of the editors see as
the top problem on their campus: Apathy. "It's not a matter of planning activities that
students will enjoy," groused
one student leader. "We can't
get students out of their
shells long enough to see that
activities exist." Student
editors were more likely to
complain that students are
apathetic about issues
beyond campus life. "They're
. unaw~e of what's happening

Campus Problems

Total

SG leaders

Student editors

1. Student apathy

27%
17%
5%

33%
26%
6%

20%
20%
4%

3%
2%
1%

5%
2%
1%
1%

1%
3%
3%
2%

Total
15%

SG leaders
12%

Student editors
19%

10%
8%

15%
12%

5%
10%

8%
7%
6%
4%

2%
5%
9%
5%

15%
10%
4%
3%

2. Improving quality of education
3. Lack of student input
4. Need for better physical
facilities
5. Better student housing
6. More parking needed
7. Financial aid shortage
National Problems
1. Nu,clear arms build-up
2. Improve quality/funding of
education
3. Unemployment
4. End American military intervention
5. Stabilize the economy
6. Balance the budget
7. Cla~ify American foreign policy

'

'in the 'real world,"' said one
editor. "It's going to be a big
shock.''

What to do?
Another 20 percent of the
editors and 14 percent of the
leaders said improving the
quality of education on campus is the biggest problem.
But they disagree on what
should be done first. Some
proposed solutions: Increase
.funding-6 percent of the
editors, 5 percent of the
leaders; boost entrance standards and cour.se requirements-5 percent of the
editors, 3 percent of the
leaders; expand the curriculum-3 percent ·of the
editors; pay teachers more-2
percent of the editors, 1 percent of the leaders; or hire better teachers, 2 percent of both
editors and leaders. Another
two percent of the editors say
colleges should be most wor-

Students evaluate campus administration
Editors
Leaders
25%~--

4-yr. public
4-yr. private
2-yr. (all)

~%

35%111'-';:c,~--

41%-

4-yr: public
4-yr. private
2-yr. (all)
4-yr. public
4-yr. private
2-yr. (all)
4-yr. public
4-yr. private
2-yr. (all)
"In your opinion, how does your school administration's performance rate?
Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor."

I

ried about preserving a liberal
arts
education
as
technological fields become
more popular.
The orily other campus
issue on which editors and
leaders agree is another com. mon one: Lack of student input. Four percent of the
editors and six percent of the
government
s tu dent
presidents said that is the major campu problem.
On the national side,
nuclear war and U.S. military
presence around the wor Id
overshadowed economic concerns for the first time in
· several years. Nineteen percent of the editors-and 12 percent of the leaders say the
nuclear arms race is this country's biggest concern over the
next two years.
The leaders see the problems in education as a national concern: fifteen percent said improving the quality or funding of education is
the top problem.
The editors were much
more concerned about U.S.
military intervention in
places like Lebanon and
Grenada. Fifteen percent say
that is the top problem, and
another three percent say the
United States needs a better
foreign policy.
"With
graduation looming nearby
for most of these students,
there was c0ncern about
unemployment. Ten percent
of the editors and six percent
of the leaders say that is the
number one problem. Another
10 percent of the editors and
five percent of the leaders say

achieving a stable economy is
the number one goal. Student
leaders think the best way to
accomplish that is to balance
the federal budget-four percent of the editors agree.
As in past years, student
leaders and editors were
critical of each other, but less
so of campus administrators.
Many student leaders, in fact,
sympathize with the administration's predicament.
"I don't know about other
I schools, but here our administration is doing a good
job with very limited
resources," said one leader.
Overall, 34 percent of the
leaders, including 41 percent
of those from two-year
schools, rated their administration's perfor~ance as
excellent, while 44 percent
said it was good.
The editors were also
quicker to deride student
leaders than vice versa.
Thirty-six percent . say student government is only fair,
and 15 percent claim it is
poor. More of the student
leaders, 44 percent, rated
their campus newspaper's
work as good.
National
On-Campus
Report surveyed a random
sample of over 1,100 student
editors and student leaders in
October of 1983. Overall
response to the voluntary
mail survey was 33 percent.
The survey does. not constitute a scientific poll. It
doe.s, however, indicate
general trends:

..

Future
Management Positions Available
The Future newspaper is currently accepting applications from students for the
positions of Editor in Chief and Business Manager. Application deadline is Feb. 20.
Editor in Chief
Business Manager
Duties: Overall responsibility for publication and management of weekly campus newspaper. Determines editorial content and policies, appoints and supervises staff of student writers and editors. Oversees newspaper's business
manager and business department, and serves as a member of the university's
Board of Publications.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade point average, be
at least a second semester freshman and be at least a part-time student. In addi·
tion, candidates must show their experience and/or academic achievement in
reporting, editing and communication law.
Application: Applications are available in the Future's business office, phone
275-2865. Completed applications must be receivt>cl by 5 p.m. Feb. 20 to be considered.

Duties: Directly responsible for financial management of weekly campus
newspaper, including advertising, budget preparation, purchasing, payroll and
circulation. Supervises advertising sales and production, and staff of student
salespersons. Responsible to newspaper's editor in chief and serves as a member
of the university's Board of Publications. Receives 1 percent sales commission in
addition to salary.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade point average, be
at least a second semester freshman and be at least a part-time stude~t. In addition, candidates must show their experience and/or academic achievement in
business .management.
.
Application: Applications are available in the Future's business office, phone
275-2865. Completed applications must be received by 5 p.m. Feb. 20 to be con~
sidered.
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t5tudent'r3:te: .
50 cents per line

AUTHORS IN SEARCH ot an experienced
manuscript typist! Call Bea 6 7 8-1386.
Literacy editing available.

Nonsmoking, female roommate wanted to
share 2bdrm/2bth apt. 2 mi. from campus.
273-5825.

for sale
Nlkkor lens. 135rrim f3.5 Al Excellent condition $100. Call Kevin at 282-4885 after
Spm.
VW convertible, AM-FM- cassette, radials,
exc. condition. Red with black top, $6400.
or best offer. Call Ann at 862-691.7 ext 127
days, or 695-2417 eves.

1------------------1

IOSt & f ound

1------------------+
Honda Accord LX 1981, 5-speed, NC, AM·h~lp wanted
FM radio, 28000mi.,G0rage kept, ex-

.;6pm.

$6800

or

offer.

Is it true you can buy Jeeps for S44 through
the U.S. government? Get the facts today!
Call (312)742-1142 ext. 689.
Hewlett-Packard interface Module. Retail
price S125,asking S70. Brand new, you can
not have other peripherial without thi& one.
Call 851-6647 during day hours until 8pm.
Sears Corrector electric typewriter, exec.
cond. S200. Call 275-3376.

Ever wanted to be a detective/ a critic/
another Brent Musberger/ Positions are now
available for those above average
students who will dare to go where no student has gone before: the physical plant,
the commons laundry room, the roof of the
library, and President Colbourn'. s office. Now
is the time for you to expand·your horizons
and possibly make a minor fortune in 'the
process. If you have a knack for writing
about the common or the bizarre, apply at
the FUTURE editorial office in the art complex. Positions are available for news, sports
and .feature repbrters. For more information
call 275-2601.

1972 VW Bee~le, green, great cond., rebuilt
engine. Asking S1500. Call after 5pm
657-0010 or 671-3197.

HELP WANTED! Get off the benches and into
the press box. The FUTURE is in the market for
a few good sports writers. Wait! Who are we
kidding? We need lo ts of sports writers
whether they're good or not. FQr more inNew apartment complex across· from UCF, fomation call 275-2601 . That number again:
2 bdrlT)/2bth,spaclous living room & kitchen. 275-2601. Act now! Operators are standing
all new appliances, quiet. lmmed. S400 . by!
plus deposit.lost months. 365-6625.
Furnished lbdrm apt. S275. 3600 Khayyam
Ave. Call. 273-0768
Apartment for .rent. 2mi. to UCF. $150/mo.,
util. included. 282-2440.

roommates·
Female roommate wanted to share a
brand new 3bdrm condo with 2 other girls.
Completely furnished including washing
machine & dryer. 5175/mo. plus 1/3 util. Ten
mi. from school. Call 855-3655 after
5:30ptn.

Roommate wanted, summer term only.
Non-smoker, enjoys Roxy Music, XTC, and
heated philisophicol quarrels. $200/mo.
plus util. Across from school. Only serious
applicants need apply. Call 275-7113.
Roommate needed South 15A. Share
3bdrm/1 Yzbth house. Female, nonsmoker.
$150/mo Yz utll. Call 282-1449 or 646-5651
ask for Laurie.
Loo~lng for mature student or business per-

son to share ·spllt-plan home. Huge, bright,
private room & bath. S225/mo: Includes
utilities. 3Yz miles from UCF. Require 6 month
lease & $100 deposit. For more Information, call 273-5298.
Male roommate wanted to share furn.
2bdrm apt. (Yzml. from UCF.) Sl 70 a month
plus X utll. Call John 282-3842.

UCF STUDENTS, DAYTONA BEACH AREA Call
Janet A. Klenk Secretarial. Term papers,
'theses, · research papers, dissertations,
resumes, cover letters, etc. Editing. IBM word
processing. One day turn-around available;
student rates; paper/cover no charge. I'm
good and love to compete! Hours: 9 AM - 5
PM Mon-Fri. (904) 253-0678.

Looking for one or two roommates to share Typing/Word processing. Thesis, reports,
a two -story townhouse close to UCF. resumes. etc. High quality typing at
S205/mo. not incl. util. Call Robin at reasonable rates. Close to campus. Call
275-9342 after 4pm.
Cindy at 660-1'220 or 671-3325, day or eve.

,1981 Suzu kl Gs250 •g a ra g e kept ,w /Bell Found money clipr To identity call 678-1478:
helmet,4300ml, $995. Coll 365-6901 after

cei I en t cond.,
671-9301(0rl.)

Deadline:
Monday at 5:00pm,

NEED A REPORT TYPED?
My full-time service offers accurate speedy
& professional results using state-Of-the-art '
Word Processing equipme nt. Term ·
papers,r~ports,resumes,cover letters.etc. 3
miles· frorn UCF. Pick up & delivery
avallable to campus. Call Pat at Hard
Copy Typing and Word Processing Ser1lce
2n-6930.
Typing,Accurate,Fast & Reasonable. Minor
Editing, IBM Sel. II. All types of work. UCF Em·
pl.-1 mi . from UCF, Marti 365-6874 after 6pm.

RESUMES-EDITED FREEi STORED FREE 1 YR! Input
1 page & p~nt 5 originals. $9. Call JUDY'S
Business service, 273-5298.
Experienced report typists needed now!
50wpm to apply. Call Mike at 273-5932.
Very good pay depending on your speed.

seMces
KNOW THY SELF. DISCOVER THE KEY TO
SPIRITUAL EVOLVEMENT AND PERSONAL
FULFILLMENT
THROUGH
MODERN
NUMEROLOGY. SEND BIRTH NAME, BIRTH'f>ATE,
AND $30 MONEY ORDER FOR YOUR PERSONAL l 0 PAGE NUMEROSCOPE TO M.L
GERRY, PO BOX 1015, OVIEDO,· FL 32765.

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING - Prompt personal service. Impressive and accurate
work. Check my references! Call JUDY at
273-5298.

WORD MASTERS
the overnight cure for the
term paper blues

• • • Get your refund early • • •
Experienced tax preparation at student
rates. Fast service, 1mi.· from UCF. Call
275-1709.

is coming
in TWO weeks!

ABORTION SERVICES - - FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS - - Low-cost Birth Control Services.
Typing on my word processor. No visible Privacy, confldentlallty guaranteed. Guest
corrections. Fast service. Sl.50/page. Call speakers available. Director is UCF 19rad.
Pam 671-0924.
1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off
Mills. 422-0606 or long distance call free
TYPING: Reports, term papers, dissertations, 1/800/432·8517.
gen. typing. Excell. copy. Experienced in
report writing/editing. Call 273-1635 after ABORTION SERVICES, . birth con./oi infor·
TEST YOURSELF. Con you manage your time
motion, pregnancy tests and counseling.!
productively? Work 2-4 hrs/wk consistently? 6pm.
Are you success oriented? Self-motivated? RESUMES-edited FREE. Stored FREE one year. VD screening, low cost, confidential ser~
Marketing position avail. on campus. Professionally prepared. Results oriented. vices.
Central Florida Women's
1-800-243-6679
Check my references! Call JUDY at
Health Organization
273-5298.
609 E·. ,Colonial Drive,.Orlando
898-0921
Attn ·students: Part-time home cleaners
needed. Hours to fit your busy schedule. EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp, Full-time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
$3.75/hour. Call 671:7463.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
and editing included. Reasonable. Call
Bea, 678-1386.
Experienced babysitter for newborn starting
Know who· killed RAS. It was not society or
in February. Part-time 2-3 days per week,
a college newspaper. The real murderers
hours flexible. Occasional evenings also.
TYPING. Dissertations and thesis my special- were J.S. and C.C., who work for the dog that
Near Red Bug & 436. 339-3695.
ty. 20 yrs. exp. Knowledgeable of format owns a peacock. J.S. got hers, now it is C.C.'s
and style. IBM Correcting Selectric Ill. Call turn and we mean business this time!
. Susie 647-4451 eves.
Student wanted for housecleaning. Twice
monthly 55.00/hr. Near Red Bug Rd. & 436.
339-3695.
Theses, term papers. Editing, fast turn
around, pick up and ' delivery on campus.
Competitive rates. Call Dave 851-0358.
Seller needed for street selling 4mi. from
UCF. Full or part-time. Call 676-6403 before
·Typing/word Processing. Thesis, Reports,
5pm.
Resumes, etc. High quality typing at
reasonable rates. Close to campus. Call 1
Cindy at 660·1220 or 671 -3325, Day or Eve.
The FUTURE needs an experienced typist
for typesetting. Must be available for work
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
on Tuesdays, Wednesday evenings, and

1----------------1

personal

Thursdays. 55 WPM Is desired. Contact
Robert Molpus at 275-2865.
The FUTURE Is looking for qualified lndivlduals to become advertising representatives. Great experience and very good
pay. Contact Dot Case at 275-2865.

r----,,-.--------------4

fypists

Computer word processing, customized
Roommate want~d to share 2bdrm/2bth resumes, theses, term papers. reports, etc.
qpt. with recent coll. grad. working full-time. From $1.50/pg. Call Don, 678-3173.
Furnished with own weights with pool and
accessabllity to golf course & tennis courts.
$200 plus util. Call 236-7900
RESUMES
day,273-7628 nights. Ask for Jim.
Designed/typed - 671-3007.

Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, thesis, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, cover letters and typing.
All work prepared on Word Processors for error free neatness. We have IBM
Dlsplaywrlter, IBM Mag Card, and A.B. Dick ,
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE - We have 1O employees for fast
service - All are former or current UCF
students. One Day Service Available 671-3007.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, resumes designed/typed, etc.
Located 1 mile from campus. IBM equip.·
ment. Editing & spelling corrections, paper
& cover free. Discounted rates. Call
275-1709 M-Sat 9-9.

;ri{B
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Growth for UCF: Favorable
But at what price?

0

)

Feb. 8
8:00pm SCA
Most students , don't
know where thousands
of their dollars are
spent each year. ·Find
out more on ·this topic
from On informed panel
who will answer all of
your ques,ions.

Future-February 3, 1984
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PreSenls ·

11

1WANTYDUm II
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'PSYl:HO'THE WAY I
·DRIGllALLY •E
IT! wnH EVERY
SCEIE llTAl:T
FREE

; No one will be admitted i
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: beginning of the
'

: picture I
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THE VERSIOl TV
DID IDT DIRE.
SH•!''

FRIDAY FEB. 3
6:00-9:00 SCA DRAFTHOUSE_
•A spectacle of stoma.ch-churning
. horror1•
- TIME MAGAZINE

SUNDAY FEB. 5

TO BENEFIT THE
AMERICAN HEART ASSOC

marlI\:•et1ng c ub
.

.

8:30 SCA

$5.00 in advance
$6.00 at the door

.- PRESENTS

A. ·DANCE:

n · the hearro

~ ·.· the

ht
FEB. 12 7:30

p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

Complimentary.Wine and Cheese 7:30-9:00p.m.
PAC

1:.

funded through 1he Activities and Services Fees, as allocated by the Sflident Goverr
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GAMES!
IF YOU'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES
... SIGNUP!
All it takes to win the Kissin' Close-up
Games is a pair of lips, a sense of humor,
a fun lovin' partner and supportive friends
to sponsor your entry.

The ~issin' Close-up
Games. This crazy Valentine extravaganza .c hallenges fun lovin' couples
to smooch their way to
stardom as they watch
their kisses turn into
$mackers for Easter Seals. ,
Couples will race through
four obstacle-related kissing events for the right
to be crowned "Campus
Hot Lips '84:'
For every participant:
A ~EE "Let's Get Close-up" T-shirt

0

.__
,

For every spectator:
~ A Smacktacular, fun-filled evening
.V at the Kissin' Close-up Games .

WHAT'S TAN AND GOES

MARCH
15-17
HOLIDAY INN
FT. LAUDERDALE

Package lncf udes:
Transportation To and From
4 ~unsoaked Days and
3 Partying Nights Plus
T-Shlrt and Accessories.

HURRY SPACES ARE LIMITED

Win a 1929 Mercedes Benz
Everyone who comes ca~ win

PARK AVE CLUB
Sunday, Feb. 12
8:00 pm - 2:00 am
Only $2 .advance
, $3 at the door
Dancing & Fun For All

iOOO MPH?

r,, in
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DON'T MISS
ONE KISS OF .••

---~~----------sc Debates Return
Looking for a way to get out some of those pent-up
frustrations, want to impress your friends with your
quick wit, or just looking for a place to practice your
public speaking skills-well the Student Center Debate
Competition for amateur, fun loving, novice debators is
returning.
Find a friend and form a two person team, then join
in the fun. Rules and regulations are available at the SC
Main Desk. There is no charge for entering and prizes
and trophies will be awarded to the finest and funniest
teams.

Dancing &
Fun For All

AOM\SS\ON JUSl

·s2.oo·
$3.00

$1 . 75
$ 1.-00

J,.O'IJ.NC£
~, t8£ oooa·

Feb. 16- Deadline for registeririg

WITH
Cocktails all night

Feb. 20~21: Qualifying ro1:111ds, each team will
compete in 2 or 3, hall hour debates to determine
the top 16 teams(We ~ try to accomodate
schedule conflicts)

HEARTBREAKER'
special drink

·Feb. 27 & 28- Single elimination tournament for.
trophie,, and awards.

~
~·k ,

Everyone who comes can win
a ·1929 Mercedes Benz

Topics will include: Student Government,
Athletics, the ~g age, prostitution, and the
Presidential Campaig'n

Sunday, Feb. 12 A\~nu£'
v

..,..h..,re Orlando (.).u•"4:••

In the weeks to come...
3

Victimless Crimes

Alumni Pizza. &
Beer Nlte
5:30 UDR
Movie "Psycho"
6&9pm SCA

Panel Discussion
Wed

Feb 8

Easter Seals, SAE
"KISSIN'CLOSE-UP
GAMES"7:30pm
Parl< Avenue club

· Art Dept Gallery
BFA Student
Exhibitions
Feb 6-17,20-29

13
Men's Basketball
vs Tampa 7:30

In the Heart of
the Night
UCF Marketln_g

Men's Basketball
vs FIT 8 pm

•

14
Con. Speaker
Dr. Brulotte
"Literature and
Culture"

9

8
Hot Issues
Program
8 pm SCA

Women's B-Ball
vs Stetson 7:30pm

15

Green Ent.
11am-1pm

20
Men's Basketball
at Rollins_
Washington's
Birthday
Observed

G.R.E. Test given

Men's Basketball
v.s Biscayne 8pm
Latin Am

21
Con. Speaker
Dr. Robert William
"Constitutional
Reform''

Women's B·Ball

vs Valdosta State
7:30 Gym

P~ogram

Sunshine State
conference

11
Panhellenlc
Bike-a-th on

Registration
Deadllne for
CLAST

17
ACU·I Regional
College Bowl
thru the 19th
Movie "That
Championship
Season" 6&9pm
SCA

23

22
Washington's
Birthday

10
Panhellenlc .
Banquet

16

Valentines Day

19
Movie "That
Championship
season" 8:30 SCA

7

6

12

vs

Phi Theta Kappa
Comm. College
Day
SCA

7:30 PM. University Dining Room

5
Movie "Psycho"
8:30pm SCA

Men's Basketball
Fl. Southem

4

24
Game Night
10pm-5am

18
Men's Basketball
vs Eckerd 8 pm

25
Third Annual SAE
Button Down and
Boxer Shorts

eotre Production "Mock and
Mabel" Feb 23-25 8:00pm
PAC Is funded through the Activities and Services Fees, as allocated by the Student Government o1 the University of Central Florida
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Larry Thompson takes music seriously

UCF grad shoots for stardom with

t'hoto{Tom Thompsor r

Thompson plays the drums for Crosspoint, a Gainesville-based
band.
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

''Harry doesn't mind if he
doesn't make the scene./He's
got a daytime job, he's doing
all right."
-Sultans of Swing,
Mark Knopfler
Change "Harry" to
"Larry" and "doesn't" to

"does" and you'd swear
Knopfler penned the first Dire
Straits hit with former UCF
journalism student Larry
Thompson in mind. Because,
while the 1983 graduate does
work a daytime job at an
Orlando advertising firm, it's
his nighttime and weekend
work in which he really hopes
to find success.

band

Currently Thompson, a had known for a long time. "Sue Ann" were printed and
_ drummer, is a member of Eventually Perry hooked up it is available at three stores
Crosspoint, a Gainesville- with a friend of mine, 'Waldo' in the Gainesville area. With
based pop/rock outfit trying Sarnoff, and they booked its Beach Boys cum Eagles
to make a name for itself. As some studio time. By this feel, the song is also playing
just one of the thousands of time I was here in Orlando. on Gainesville-area jukeboxes
·such bands across America, But when they gave me a and is receiving heavy airplay
the struggle to break through buzz, I figured the two-hour on commercial rock station
a · sometimes impenetrable drive was worth it. Stardom WGGG.
barrier labeled ''Newcomers opportunities don't fall into
Despite these ·positive
Keep Out," is sometimes yoµr hands every day, you signs, Thompson, and fellow
fruitless, but never hopeless: know," Thompson said.
band members Buck (lead ·
Thompson and bandmates · The result of that time in vocals, guitar), Sarnoff (lead
wholeheartedly concur with the Gainesville studio is a 45, guitar, vocals), Joe Loper
the Steve Forbert adage, "Sue Ann," and its flip side, (bass) and Marcy Whitton
''.You cannot win if you do not ''.Life is a Song." "Sue Ann," (vocals), have become
play."
.
the semi-true story of a guy discouraged-feeling they
Thompson says the 1984 who falls in ~ove with his have run into a brick wall.
edition of Crosspoint is not girlfriend's sister over the "The problem is that there
·the first of its kind. The band, phone, was submitted to are really only two places to
in one form or another, has ex- WRUF, the UF campus radio play in Gainesville, and one
isted off and on for about five station, which was sponsor- doesn't book local bands.
years. "Perry Buck, the lead ing a "Battle of the Bands" What we'd like to do is get
singer and songwriter, was competition. On the strength some work in Orlando where
the leader of an Ohio bar band of the demo tape Crosspoint there are a lot more places to
who got tired of the cold was ·awarded one of the 50 play,." Thompson said. To
weather. So he piled a bunch spots in the competition, and that end, the band is looking
of friends into a J951 sch<_?ol in a live performance at the for an agent; iri the meantime
bus and drove to Florida back U:E' Bandshelr in October, 'fhompson is acting as liaison
about Ul78," Thompson ex- they placed in the top three. A between here and Gainesville.
plained.
WRUF-planned compilation
Thompson said the band
"I was living in Gainesville of the event was scheduled for puts on a good live show and
at the· time, going to the a December release. but has they like to play several of
University of Florida and been held up by.legal hassles.
playing with a group of guys I
One thousand copies of
Larry, page 20

Student nurses visiting jails
to learn about health care
by Vicki White
Features editor

How wowd you like to go to
jail in the interests of higher
education? UCF senior nursing students are doing just
that for the 16 hours of practical nursing experience they
need to graduate.
The program started · two
years ago, according to Betty
Chase, an assistant professor
at UCF and coordinator of the
leadership management
course the students are taking. In previous years, only a
few students have been able
to ·participate in this part of
the internship program. But,
since last year's group was so
enthusiastic about the experience, they decided to set
it up with the jail officials so

that more students could participate. Participation in this
part of the program is voluntary; anyone who is .uncomfortable with the idea of working
in a jail does not have to do it.
The students work in the
booking department of the
Orange County jail and at the
33rd Street Annex, where
women and juveniles are
housed. Although they are
there primarily tq observe,
the students do get a chance
to perform some medical procedures, according to Gina
Middleton, a stu~ent in the
program. She said she got a
chance to do a lot of things
that she did not get to do in
the other places at which she
has worked.
Middleton added that most
of the work a nurse in the jail

does is first aid. "The nurse is
· about the second or third person they (the prisioners)
see-the arresting officer brings them in, they get their
(finger) prints and pictures
taken, and then they go to the
nurse for a simple physical. A
lot of times they come in with
bruises, bumps or cuts, and
we fix those up before they
are put in a cell."
What does it feel like to be
working in a jail? Chase .says
that it is a rather uncomfortable. feeling. "Do you know
what it feels like to have those
doors clang shut behind
you?'' she asked. Middleton
says that it is a little harder
to explain. "I expected it to
be something like the movies
Nurses, page 20

.•
Raul PerezJFuture

-Classical guitarist appears tonight
To most people, the words
"guitar player" conjure up
pictures of someone like Eric
Clapton or Jimi Hendrix, or
maybe even Hank Williams.
The words ''classical guitar
player,'-' on the other hand,
are more likely to get you a
blank look.
To show people that there is
more than one way to play a
guitar, the UCF music department is sponsoring a concert
by classical guitarist Richard ·

Provost tonight at 8 p.m. in
the Music Rehearsal Hall.
This is Provost's third appearance at the university. In
addition to playing the ·sixstring classic guitar, he will
also play the five-course baroque guitar, an instrument
that is currently enjoying a
rebirth of popularity.
In addition to the show on
Friday night, Provost will
conduct a guitar workshop at
the Music Rehearsal Hall on

Saturday. According to Eric
Lesko of the music department, the workshop
be a
sort of master class in which
Provost will listen to and
critique students.
Tickets for the Friday night
performance are $3 for
general admission and $2 for
students, and may be purchased in the music depart-·
mentor at the door. The cost
of the· Saturday workshop is

will

$10.
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The American
Economic·System.
We should all learn more aboiA il.

f!WI f.y-:'\ AiMil< ''"""" """'"9'""

~ \~/ ~~~ ~'C~:9 (a.r<j

A special booklet on our
American Economic System
can help you improve your E.Q.
For your free copy, write
"Economics:· Pueblo, Colorado

NEW STUDENTS.
AND RETURNING STUDENTS
ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT THE

FIRST BAPTIST
CHURCH. of~~
.OVIEDO
Five miles north of UCF on Hwy.520
at the traffic light in Oviedo

ALIVE! EXCITING! A GROWING
CHURCH! CHRIST-CENTERED!
WARM! EVANGELIC!

IF YOU LIKE
BANKING MADE
EASY YOU'LL LOVE
US!!!
The Citizens Bank of Oviedo is
located just miRutes from the
UCF,campus. We have
spacio~s parking, fast drive in
tellers and two·CITIZENS 24 HR
automate·d Jellers in Ovi~do
and at UCF in the ATM b~ilding.
All to.make banking easy for
. you.

'Match Game-Hollywood Squares'
gives rise to some new suggestions
by Wayne Starr

Future staff
Let's play a little game. It's
called "TV programmer."
Don't worry, it's not very
hard. Considering the quality
of most network programming (We Got It Made,
Manima~ et. al.), how could it
be· ?
Here's the rules. You, as
program director for orie of
the "Big Three" networks are
given a typiCal network problem and asked to solve it.
For those of you who have not
yet run for your Monopoly
boards or Rubik's Cubes,
here's today's dilemma:

periodically insert clips from
the extinct NBC show. between stories on the economy
and the Middle East.
Viewers, PBS believes, will
tune in nightly in hopes of
catching a glimpse of the
·''Seven
Lady Truckers.''
•Little House in Vega$:
Finally, after years of dirty,
•Hawaii Five-0 Madeline:
grimy prairie living, Pa InA
very funny movie actress
galls wises up and moves the
TV series is the pits,
whose
clan to glittery Las Vegas,
moves
to Honolulu to join a
where he discovers that his
pretty young daughters can crack police squad. She
make more money in a week doesn,'t get to do much
of standing on street corners however, since all the good
than he could in a year of lines, like "Book 'em Danno,"
have already been taken.
.back-busting farm work.
trends. Maybe this practice of
putting together totally
unrelated shows will spread.
Who knows, maybe you'll
tur~ on your set one day and
see ....

•The· · P-artridge Family
Feud: Host Richara Dawson
acts as mediator as David
_Cassidy blames his mother,
Shirley Jones, for making him
star in a· stupid TV situation
comedy that made him a
laughingstock, causing him
to lose out to his brother
Shawn in the teenage girl
groupie category.

You have two, once popular
half-hour daytime shows that
. for the last several years have
been slipping in the ratings.
You, as the young, bright programmer decide to do the
smart thing and yank both
shows, filling the time slots
with innovative offerings-Monkees reruns or perhaps a.
eMork and Maude: An
cartoon version of Alice. alien from outer space lands
in New York instead of ColRight? Wrong.
orado and meets up with an
At least if you work for irascible, crotchety woman
NBC, that is. What you do is who makes life miserable for
put the two shows together everybody who comes near.
creating a . whole hour of Comedy abounds as week
mindless fodder. First you after week the Orkan does
take Hollywood Squares, something stupid and Maude
which ·went down the tubes beats him to various shades
when Paul Lynde died. Then of purple.
you add Match Game, a ·show
that was not even on your netel Dream of Mister
work in the first place, mix Rogers: After his -genie-wife
them both together and, leaves him, a lonely old
voila! You've got The Match astronaut discovers his.
Game-Hollywood Squares thoughts dominated by viHour. Believe it .or not, a sions of a certain host of a
show by that name can cur- popular children's TV show.
rently be seen at 3 p.m. on
WESH-J'V Channel 2.
•The MacNeil-Lehrer!BJ
and the Bear Hour: This isn't
Maybe I should not· be let- .really a new show, it's just a
ting the word out. You know gimmick by PBS to boost its
how TV people like to play it anemic nightly news ratings.
safe, following the current MacN eil and Lehrer will

.

,Everythi.n g you will ever need
from a Full Service Bank is
·yours cit ...

(305)365-6611
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY.

~Questron
CORPORATION

Questron Corporation is seeking University and
Community. Representatives and Coordinators.
Excellent and lucrative opportunity for reliable
and ambitions personnel.
Ideal for students; set your own hours. Earn next
year's tuition before summer.
Personnel hired at this time will have the option
to continue full-time throughout the summer.
Graduating this year? Many permanent positions are available, too.
To apply, send a self·addressed, stamped,
/;Jusiness-size envelope. Application form and in·
formation will reach you by return mail.
Questron Corporation
Suite 204
2012 Grove Avenue
Richmond , VA 23220

•The Streets of Mayfield:
Another police drama. After
killing or putting away every
criminal ever to set foot in the
city by the bay, detectives
Stone and Keller head to
Mayfield, USA, where a
ruthless gang, the Cleaver
brothers, are, turning a quiet
sleepy town into a hotbed of
sleaze. In the opening
episode, . Theodore "Beaver"
Cleaver, his brother Wally,
and childhood cohorts Eddie
Haskell and Larry Mondello,
kidnap popular grade-school
teacher Miss Landers,
threatening to string her up if
she insists on giving
homework the night of the
. school dance.
•Sanford and Wapner:
After son Lamont moves
away, Fred Sanford decides
he can't handle · the junk
business alone. While Fred's
case against Aunt Esther for
"cruel and unusual punishment" is thrown out by Judge
Joe Wapner, the judge is so
taken by Fred's forthrightness that he retires ·
from the bench to join Fred in
junk. The hijinks never end as
fred constantly tries to find
ways around the law while the
judge attempts to keep him in
line. Fred takes most of his
anger out on Rusty, the
bailiff.
eThe Incredibly Big
Valley: Cathy .Lee Crosby
marries Heath Barkley, Fran
Tarkenton marrie's Audra,
and we don't really care to
speculate what Jarrod and
John Davidson do together as
long as they do it in search of
wonderfully cute human interest stories.
Are you sure all you REALLY wanted was your MTV ?

Take stock in America

U.S. Savings
Bonds . 'Cause
a country can't
live on
love alone .
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UCF's professor of painting

Steve Lotz paints larger than life dreamscapes
quality teachers like ' Lotz, artist's work is fine and Melbourne. "More Florida
who students view as ·an ex- serves a purpose, but to see Dreams" will show through
cellent role model, makes lear- the original artwork is by far Feb. 26. Gallery hours are
ning a worthwhile and better, for it becomes more Tuesday through Friday, 10
priceless experience, and not personal and direct.
a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday, 10
the confused, masochistic.._ The Brevard Art Center a.m. to 4 p.m., and Sunday, 12
bandwagon that some make it and Museum is located at p.m. to 4 p.m. It is · closed
out to be.
1510 Highland Ave., Mondays and holidays.
During the opening of the
exhibition, while under the influence of wine ~nd an active
imagination, the swirling
blend of the viewers circulating throughout the
gallery, surrounded by the
backdrop of Lotz's paintings,
could give .one the feeling that
the people were like birds or
bees landing on one flower,
then another, moving from
_
.
M. Broch/Future
UCF Professor Steve Lotz's work is on display at the Orlando one painting to another and
International Airport.
selectively resting on their
by .Albert Cervellera.
teachers, and have received favorite scenes. Considering
Future art critic
worldwide acclaim.
Lotz's theme of surreal
Lotz, who is a· professor at tropical scenery, , this
M. Brach/Future
I recently had the unique UCF, is known by some for transformation seemed ap- Lotz's specialty is painting surreal plants.
opportunity to attend the the painting "Florida Dreams propriate.
Patricia Ritter, curator of
opening exhibition of Steve for UCF" on permanent
Lotz's paintings, "More display in the lobby of the Ad- the Brevard Art Center,
Florida Dreams" at the ministration Building, the wrote an extremely detailed
U.S.News & World Report presents
Brevard Art Center and lithographs of his work in the and accurate analysis of
.Museum in Melbourne. There campus bookstore and for his Lotz's paintings in the exhibiare nearly 30 works on large murals at the Orlando tion catalog. I could hardly
add to her account, but will
display, ·along with a special International Airport.
It should be said that when say that writing about form,
exhibit of ceramic pieces
sculpted by Gretchen Lotz, our public educational system color or imagery is·no match
Lotz's talented Wife. Both are is under such constant for actually seeing the object
well-known arid respected as scrutiny, the presence of itself. To ·read about an

News that

Sticks

.. . in your mind. For planning ahead . . . forming an
opinion ... building a strong foundation for your personal and your professional life.
Read U.S.News to get bottom-line facts on politics
... business ... the economy. Lat_
e-breaking reports on trends that are shaping America's job market
. .. the way we live ... your future.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.
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Money-saving

Student Coupon

D YES,

send me 23 weeks of
U.S.News & World Report for only
$7.97. I'll save 50% off the regular
subs~ription rate and 77% off the
cover price.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

best top 40 video music
• Tasteful Grooming Req uired

4315 N. Orange Blossom Tr.,
1/4 Mile South of Lee Rd.
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U.S.News & World Report
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Washington, D.C. 20037
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Book pokes fun at social institutions
by Mike Griffin
Future staff ·

Lewis Burke Frumkes has a
unique talent for bursting
bubbles of pomposity.
Whether it be the myriad of
researc~ studies we are exposed to annually or the endless
profitability
of
TV
evangelists, Frumkes takes
on sacred cows with the glee
of a preschooler assaulting a
pinata-slightly exaggerated
swings that occasionally connect, with hilarious results.

chers, one on a diet of gifted
children, the other on a
placebo, have made some
remarkable discoveries. The
team eating only gifted
children succeeded in raising
their IQ 15 points while the
placebo gro:µp remained as
stupid as ever. Once
established what the consumption of gifted children
will do for one's IQ, Frumkes
suggests some gourmet
·recipes for the little Einsteins:
Barbecued Gifted Child

Frumke, a humorist
one half-dozen gifted
published in the New York children
Times and Punch magazine,
flour
6 broom handles
has collected some of his best
essays in a .delightful effort
Johnson and Johnson
titled How to Raise Your IQ marinade
by Eating Gifted Children.
lightly . dust each gifted
In the title ·work, Frumke child in flour and douse with
discusses a new study in marinade. Attach each child
which two teams of resear- to a broom handle and pro-

ceed to barbecue as you would
an ordinary child.
Frumkes notes in his recipe
for "Gifted Children En
Papillote' ' that pale children
will require less cooking time ..
Imagine the surprise of
researchers in a General
Motors study when they
learned that cars could talk.
Frumkes describes the experiment
in
which
two
Volkswagen
Rabbits,
" Hansel" and "Gretel," are
placed in a plexiglass hangar
for study.
"At first they just idled
alongside each other, sniffing
exhaust pipes as newly met
autos are wont to do. But
soon Hansel initiated conversation by flashing his
headlights .... " The encounter,
however, ends in auto sexual
frustration when Gretel com-

- - - - - --------····--·-

1.0UJTo
Raise

plains of a hood ache.

lfou1

"Gifted Children," published by McGraw-Hill ($12.95),
is an irreverent taste of subtle
humor that TV junkies will
· remember from Saturday
L~wis
Night Live, when it wasn't
Burl<~
.
LI!
Frumkes
"The Eddie Murphy Show. "
The humor is campy, sarcastic and timely. At the
same time, Frumkes doesn't
hit you over the head with
it-he simply doesn't have to.
In satire, really good satire,
it's the idea that is funny, not satirist, takes experiences we
necessarily the delivery.
endure every day and turns
them upside down-after he
Frumkes is a master. It turns them inside out.

LQ..
bl

·.-a1ins

Gifted
Chlld1·ert

may be the contemplation of
invading Cuba to libera.t e his
favorite brand of cigars, only
to find the island infested
with Cubans; or the discovery
of a French restaurant so exclusive it refuses to seat
anybody-the author leaves
no knife untwisted.
Frumkes 1 like any good

American
Red.Cross

Keep up your
family's health.

·The Ground Round's Alive with

HAPPY
oua-11_
· .. ·menu.!

-~ Y2 Pound Burger$
__ • St~ak (all sizes)
• Finger Foods· · • fish -. other Sea foods-·

uThe.Goodtime Meeting Pl~ce"
2901 East Colonial Drive
East of Colonial Plaza
894-9705
C GROUND ROUND DIVISION 1983
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THE HAIR SHOP

Jazz show brings people tog~the_r
by Kevin Eady
Future staff

·

On Monday ·night, the
music department treated
UCF to the works of such
great artists as Duke Ellington, George Gershwin,
Rodgers and Hart, and
Johnny Mercer in an evening
of jazz.
The assorted pe~formers included two UCF faculty
members · Robert Petta,
drums, and John Whitney,
piano. Others rounding out
the group .were Terrie
Richards, vocals, Don Scaletta, piano, and Ron Miller,
bass.
Joining these performers
was the incomparable
Mousey Alexander. As a
leading percussionist, Alex~
antler has worked witb such
jazz greats as Paul Anka,
Pearl _Bailey, Boot Sims and
the legendary "King of Swing," Benny Goodman. Alexander's renditions were a
highlight of the evening.
The performance was a
beautiful blend. Of soft-jazz
tunes and the hot sounds so
much · associated with the

Roaring '20s. With heads
swaying side to side, the audience really got into the swing of things, regardless of
age.

Precisi~n

The "then" and "now"
generations enjoyed this
festival, proving the old
adage true: music brings people together.

h_

Future staff

Absent from the screen for
two decades, Vertigo, ·Alfred
ffi tchcock' s
ciriema tic
masterpiece, deals with the
story of an acrophobe's attempts to recreate the image
of a dead woman through
another who is alive.
Originally released in 1958,
Vertigo was a ~oderate success but is now a
classi-many consider it to be
· Hitchcock's finest film.
James Stewart p~ays Scottie Ferguson, who, due to
acrophobia, or a fear of
heights, has resigned !rom
the San Francisco police
force. He is asked by Gavin
Elster, who is played by Tom
Helmore, to follow his wife,
Madeleine, played by Kim
Novak. He describes her as a
suicidal neurotic.

.

~

FULL SERVICE SALON

WALK-INS WELCOME

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

282·1700

Dally 9·5 &Thurs. tll 8

LOOKING FOR A BED?.
INNERSPRING
BED

WATERBEDS

I
TWin Size King Size
$89.00

$189.00
a set

a .., · ·

··
Full Size
Queen Size $118 00
$159.00 . . GMf•
Vlnh Nguyen Xuan/Future

'

Robert Petta plays the drums for the UCF Faculty Jgzz Trio.

'Vertigo" still a thriller after 25 years
by Ted Barnett

Style Cut $8.00

Eventually Ferguson falls Alec Coppel and Samuel
in love with the woman he is Taylor leaves the viewer spelltrailing, but because of his bound as it weaves a tale of
phobia is unable to prevent dark secrecy. Bernard Herrher death some time later mann's score is gtipping, full
when she throws herself from . of mystery and suspe~se.
the top of a church steeple.
Overwhelmed by guilt, Robert Burks' photography
Fergusqn suffers a ·· nervous fills the story with a
breakdown, but eventually dreamlike atmosphere and
returns to a normal life- that gives Madeleine a subtle,
is, until he encounters the liv" ghostlike quality.
ing image of his dead love in a
Stewart portrays Ferguson
young woman named Judy.
Attracted to the girl, but from one spectrum to
puzzled by the uncanny another, beginning with a soft
resemblance, Ferguson gentleness that grows intr
becomes obsessed with the manic·obsession as he tries tt>
idea of fulfilling his love for convert Judy into a clone of
Madeleine through his rela- Madeleine. As Madeleine,
Novak shimmers from_scene
tionship with Judy.
to scene, exuding a spirit of
Based upon the novelD'En- confusion · and fear. The ,
tre Les Morts by Pierre outstanding supporting cast
Boileau and Thomas Narce- includes Henry Jones,
j ac, Vertigo presents a com- Helmore, and Barbara Bel
posite of finely tuned Geddes· as Midge, an old
elements. The scr!3enplay by girlfriend of Ferguson's.

aset

· Starting at $.14S.oo
Complete Bed
Including Fram.e,
Pedestal, Heater,
Liner, Mattress., .
Fill • Drain Kit, ..
Algaecide •Set
up• Delivery·

275-5442· .
11660 E. Colonial Dr.
.

.

I

Across From lt)e Point After
UNIVERSITY WATERBED a MATIRESS CO • .

$$$ PART TIME $$$
• Oppoqunity to build an
employnientrecord.
* G_
a in valuable job
experience.
• Two shifts (10-2),(5-9)
• No selling- Set appointments for representitives
•Training program available
• Altamonte Springs area.

FOR INTERVIEW
CALL 331-0066
Colorado
Prime
Inc.

Member of Chamber
of Commerce and
Bettar Business
Bureau (Orlando and
Seminole Counties.)

Moving? But don't know where?.
Need roommates? But don't know where to find them?
Want ·to save time and telephone calls?
Real Estate One manages one;two,and Jhree bedroom apartments within one mile
of the University of Central Florida

••

Alafaya Woods Court duplexes
Pinetree Manor on Khayyam Avenue
Townhouses on Khayyam Avenue
Newly Renovated UCF.Townhouses
Cambridge Circle
Many other properties in Central Florida
REAL ESTATE ONE
COMMERCIAL,INC. REALTORS
Free Roommate Referral Service for prospective renters in the UCF area!
Whatever your housing needs, chances are we have it.
!PROPERTY MANAGEMENT DIVISION
Call Jan Robison at 273-0990
No feem

•
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or TV, and it wasn't. It's not she said.
exactly Hill Street Blues or
Then there were the piles of
anything like that."
Middleton also got a chance paperwork involved in taking
to learn a little about the jail care of a prisoner that she had
.itself. ''They fingerprinted me to master. "When they come
and took a picture to show me in to the jail they have to sign
what Ws like," she explained. a medical release form in case
''And another time I got to they need medical treatment.
see how a breathalyzer In addition to that, I had to
works." At the downtown learn their system of recorjail, which is a maximum dkeeping and what the nurses
security facility, she went were allowed to prescribe,''
around with the corrections she said. Since there are more
officers. "I learned a lot about prisoners in jail than the
what it's like to be in jail. I facility's doctors can handle,
saw where they sleep, where the nurses are permitted to
they eat, and how they live," prescribe some drugs for the

prisoners.
The nurses there are really
super," Middleton said.
"They really know their stuff,
and they seem to have a great
sense of rapport with the
prisoners. They treat them
with dignity. When a person
goes to jail, they really lose
their sense of dignity, so
when they went to see the
nurse it ·was one of the few
times that they were treated
like a regular person, instead
of a prisoner. A lot of times
they would ~orne up with
some sort of trivial problem,
something they would never

dream of seeing a doctor for
on the outside, just to see the
nurse. It sort of makes the
unpleasantness of being in
jail go away for a while."
When asked if she would
consider working in the jail
after she graduates in June,
Middleton replied that she is
going into the Air Force, but
if she were not, she would
definitely like to work in the
jail. ''Of all the places that I
interned at, the jail is the
most rewarding.'' Chase adds
that it is a good field to get into .as far as job prospects are

1s

concerned.
The health care program at
the Orange County Jail was
the first in the state to be ac- ·
credited by the American
Medical Association, receiving its accreditation in June
1980. In order to be accredited, at least one
employee per shift must be
trained in cardiopulmonary
resuscitation and first aid. In
addition, they must perform
accurately during an
emergency reenactment. In
October, the program was
reaccredited for two more
years.
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Buck's originals in concert.
But as a virtual unknown,
Thompson admits that to get
work, they must play top 40
tunes.''We cover guys like
John Cougar Mellencamp and
Tom Petty," Thonwson says,
"and with a female vocalist
we also do Pretenders, Heart,

Ste~e

Nicks, etc.''
Thompson is not one to sit
Thompson is trying, with ' around the house, waiting for
little success, to peddle "Sue a phone call that may never
Ann" to local radio stations, come. He is fine-tuning his
but hopes that WUCF-FM
drumming skills by playing in
(89), with its more progressive
TWO bands that are as difapproach to rock 'n roll, will
ferent from each othet as they
give it some airplay on its
from are rock 'n roll. One
Nite Rock program.
plays country music; the

other Broadway show and
dance tunes. The bands· are
part of a convention entertainment company that provides music at hotels and
tourist attractions. Thompson credits his work with the
UCF Jazz Lab for getting him
the position with the enter-

-When you're in a tight spot,
good friends will help you out.

tainment company. "I can
read music charts,". he said,
''I found out it really helps to
be a reading player.''
The work keeps him on his
toes. "We'll play 'My Little
Boat' and 'The Girl from
Ipanema' in the morning and
turn around and play Jimmy
Buffett and John Denver's
'Count:r:y Road' in the afternoon.''
Does the constant genreshuffling ever find Thompson
whacking out a Jerry Lee
Lewis. rave-up during "Hello
Dolly?" "No," Thompson
said, "the transition between
the music is relatively easy.
It's accliqia ting to the
various crowd moods that is
difficult."
Thompson's life may be
hectic,. but he doesn't plan on
giving up his musical aspirations any time soori.' ''With all
the bands I'm in, the money is
okay," but, in paraphrasing a
well-known naval recuiting
slogan, he adds, "It's not just
a livigg, it's a way of life."

Count Basie
to play at
Walker Jr. High

;

.,,..,,,,..

~--- \

When you pulled in two hour , ago, you didn't
'have this problem. And with (I party just starting.
the la t thing you wanted to do was
wait around another two hours.
Neither did the re ·t of the guys.
So when they offered to give ~·ou
a lift, that's exactly what they did,
proving not only that they were
in good shape, but that they
were good friends.
So show them.what appreciation is all about. 'fonigbt, let it
be U>wenbrau.

LOwenbriu. Here's to good friends.
c 1983 Beer Brewed 1n US.A by Miller Brewing Co . Milwaukee . WI

Count Basie and his orchestra will play in the refurbished Walker Jr. High
School auditorium Feb. 9 at
8:00 p.rn. The performance is
a benefit for the Boone High
School
band program.
Tickets are on ~ale at Streep's
Music, Band Wagon, and
Rosie O'Grady's for $12.25.

Help our

colle~escope

with fuflation.
Them~ney

you_give
may decide
whether I'm to be
or not to be.
-William Shakespeare
P-· .... _,,_:..1..
A ....
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Backboard shattered

Knights crush Rollins in 96·65 blowout
by Mike Rhodes
Sports editor

To say the Knights
defeated Rollins College Tuesday night at UCF is worse
than an understatement. In
fact it is impossible to even
think of a metaphor to
describe the victory. So suffice it to say that the 'Knights
beat the Tars 96-65. The lopsided win is only half of the
story.
With just 8 minutes left in
the game UCF brought the
ball in after a Rollins score.
The Knights had burned their
opponents thre_e times earlier
in the game on full court
passes for slam dunks in
similar situations, and again
the opportunity came. UCF's
Greg Brown found 6-foot-8inch senior Isaac McKinnon
waiting eagerly under the
basket. McKinnon exploded
with a slam dunk that sent
glass from the backboard flying. For the first time in the
history of Knights basketball,
a backboard was shattered.
So with 7:56 left, the game

fastbreaking Aundre Reid.
Cooper followed it with an
obscene finger gesture to a
number of UCF players. The
Rollins player drew a
technical foul and finished the
first half on the bench wat_c hing his teammates fall even
further behind a relentless
UCF offense, 43-28.
Five UCF players finished
the game scoring in double
figures. The Knights Dan
Faison led all scorers pumping in 24 points, an outstanding performance overshadowed by McKinnon' s
feat. He was second in rebounding with 7. McKinnon
had 17 points and 8 rebounds.
Reid had 14 points, Dave
Murray had 12, and Gowins
had 10, to make up one of the
team's best efforts of the
season.
"I think this game proved
that we're capable of playing
very good basketball," said
head coach Chuck Machock.
He went on to say that the
2,143 fans in attendance

was stopped until the
backboard could be replaced.
After 30 minutes the new
board was installed and play
resumed, with the Knights in
complete control of the game,
leading 76-44. McKinnon had
a dunk in the first ·half and
another two minutes before
he delivered his crunching
blow. Even when asked about
it Wednesday, McKinnon was
at a loss for words. "I don't
. know what to think," he said,
''I was shocked.'' Larry
Gowins had the Knights'
other slam at the 14:08 mark
of the second half.
Rollins opened the game's
scoring with a 22-foot jump
shot by Glenn Stambaugh,
and it looked as if the Tars
would be more competitive
than what the final score indicated. But the Knights took
the lead at the 17:25 mark of
the first half, 6-4, and never
looked back.
The Knights went on a rampage, outscoring the Tars
18-8 from 16:30 to 5:00, when
Rollins' Bubba Cooper
maliciously fouled UCF's

Rollins, page 25

permanently, much to the delight of over 2,000 fans who attend-

UCF dunking chronicled
by Scott Gunnerson
Future Sports

Isaac McKinnon scored 17
points Tuesday night to help
UCF beat Rollins College
96-65. Six ·of McKinnon's
points came ·as a result of
three ferocious slam dunks.
The third dunk shattered the
backboard and stopped the
game with 7:56 remaining in
the contest.
Darryl Dawkins, a Central
Florida product, was the first
~ basketball player in recent
~ history to shatter a
~ backboard. Just to prove it
~ was no fluke, he did it again a
6 few weeks later. After that,
D..

Coach Sanchez presents Marcie Swillie with the first
l,OOQ point award.

SwilUe honored

I

Ladies pummel Tars
The
Lady
Knights
destroyed visiting Rollins
College in ' a basketball
doubleheader Tuesday night,
81-50, in a game as equally
mismatched as the men's.
Although the women did
not feature quite the same
high flying high jinks as the
backboard-busting men, they
did show the fans in attendance what a high-powered offense Coach Sanchez's team
has.
Led by Susan Patz, who
had 23 points and 6 rebounds,
and Dorine Van Tongeren
who had 17 points and an
outstanding 15 rebounds, the
women had virtually no trou-

ble dispersing the Lady Tars.
Suzy Brase also had a great
night scoring 18 points and
hauling down 6 rebounds. At halftime of the men's
game, former Lady Knight
standout Marcie Swille was
inducted as the first member
of the 1,000 Poi,n t Club.
Swillie played at UCF for four
years from 1979-1983 and
scored a career record 1,017
points.
The women are featured
again
tonight
in
a
doubleheader with the men,
taking on Florida Southern at
5:15 p.m. in the UCF gym.

•

the rims attached to the
backboard have been designed to withstand over 250
pounds of pressure.
After such UCF greats as
Roland Ebron, Gerald Jones,
Dean Rossin, Ruben Cotton,
Ronnie Thorton, Willie
Edison and Jerry Prather
have taken out their frustr~
tions out on the Knight rims
for many years, it is ironic
that it would happen now, as
UCF is on the verge of moving to Division I competition.
What better time to show a
massive force that will be
remembered for some time.
"That was an awesome

dunk, there was · no doubt
about it," Rollins head coach
Tom Klusman said, ''You
could tell the crowd really enjoyed it." The UCF-Rollins
match-up has always been
something special but the
time has c0me for these two
teams to part. "It's (UCF)
such a 'big school anyway it's
getting more and more difficult for us to compete. We're
trying, but I think as they go
Division I, it's going to be in a
matter of a few years before
they are out of every Division
I I school's league and they
will be competing favorably
in Division I," Klusman said.
"They just need time."

-

Bergman working hard for team
by Dan Russo
Future sports

The baseball 'program here
at UCF made a sharp turn for
the better in July of 1982,
when Jay Bergman was named head baseball coach.
When he first arrived,
Bergman ·had just completed
six successful years at the
University of Florida, winn·
ing the Southeastern Conference championship and being named ''SEC Coach of the
Year'' in 1981. It looked as if
U CF had made a smart ch9ice
for their baseball program.
And so they had.
Upon his arrival, Bergman
had no chance to recruit ball
players. Yet he still has
managed to make major i_m-

provements in the program,
such as getting an eight-foot
outfield fence built by the ball
club, reviving the "Dugout
Club" as a fund-raiser for the
program and improving the
teams record from five games
below .500 in 1982 to an encouraging one game over .500
in 1983.
Bergman said the past year
has been a tough one though,
because of the big adjustment
from a big name school such
as Florida to UCF. Bergman
said the athletic program at
UCF was not at a level he was
accustomed to, and he added
he did not have the help need·
ed to take care of ·m inor
things when he first arrived.
The adjustments Bergman
had to make here were not as

big as the adjustment he had
to make when he was fired
from Florida.
Bergman said that being
fired from his coaching job at
Florida was a shock to him. It
was a very difficult time in his
life, he said, due to the fact
th.at the team had just won
the SEC conference the year
before, and the firing came
just two weeks before the
season opener.
. He said the support - he
received from friends made
things easier on him. The
numerous offers from professional baseball began after he
was fired.
Bergman turned down the ·
offers because he especially
Bergman, page 26

i
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Battle
of the
Rivals
Photos by
Pam Gimson and
Kevin Griggs
~

-

Kevin Griggs/Future

Above, some folks get psyched for .the game.

Fans do some light reading as Rollins is introduced.

Pam Gimson/Future ·

Walli li)is~ey World®

The dragon had lots to brag about.

~

Pam Gimson/Fulure

~

¥Questro_n
--

CORPORATION

America's newest and fastest-growing nationwide corporation invites you to e~rn next year's tuition before June.
If you a1e energetic, 0utgoing, an:ibitious, and
you enjoy meeting new people, we may just have
the opportunity you've always wanted.
Work part-time or full-time.
Set your own hours.
We need Local Representatives and Area
Coordinators.
For continuing students, this expands into a
highly-lucrative summer position, which flexes
back in the fall to fit your academic schedule.
Many permanent positions are available nationwide, as well.
This is·a rare and unique ground-floor opportunity which probably will not repeat , once the
necessary personnel have been acquired.
To apply, send a self-addressed, stamped,
business-size envelope. Application form and information will reach you by return mail.

It

COMMODORES
EVELYN CHAMPAGNE KING
DAZZ BAND I SHANNON
JUMP 'N THE SADDLE
ONLY YOU/STILL/TOO HOT TA TROT
ACTION/LOVE COME DOWN/SHAME

JOYSTICK/LET IT WHIP

LET THE MUSIC PLAY

PLUS

BILLBOARD HOT 100: THE CURLY SHUFFLE

Questron Corporation
Suite 204
2012 Grove Avenue
Richmond, VA 23220

-

GREAT MUSIC AND UNUMITED USE OF MAGIC KINGDOM ATTRACTIONS!

VALENTINE HEART BEAT

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11TH • 9 PM-1 :30' AM
TICKETS : $12.95 ADVANCE AT SEARS AND WALT DISNEY WORLD TICKET LOCATIONS
$13 .95 AT GATE IF AVAILABLE
Entertainment subject to change without notice.

\Cl1984 Wait Disney Productions
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Pam Gimson/Future

Bev Knight(ll) puts one up against heavy Rollins pressure.

I•

G.BROCK MAGRUDER,M.D.
OPHTHALMOLOGY
takes pleasure in annotJncing
the opening_·of full contact
lens services at his new office
545 PARK ·AVENUE NORTH
WINTER PARK
.
Offering a complete line· of
contact lens fitting and care.
Coll for information about
our one-day service on
Daily or Extended Wear
Contoct Lens fitting. ·

(305) 629.-6655

-

1-800-432-3994
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McKinnon(41) did not have an easy ti~~ all night against the Tars.

RAH.

Subscriptions Available
The Future offers convenient home delivery to
students,alumni or anybody else interested in
keeping up with what's going on at UCF. The
subscriptions are available. on a yearly basis only
at a cost of $15.00 for 40 issues. If you are interested call 275-2865 or fill out the coupon below
and return it.
·
.
.
I
1' ---------------------~
Name ....................... ······ 1

: Address ........................... I
City, State ......... .. Zip ........... :

1

~~-----------------~--~

Return to:
Fl)TURE Newspaper
Box 25000
Orlando FL
32816

· Please allow four weeks for delivery of first issue.
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Hot Sandwiches

.Monday

CARRIE NATION'S
TAVERN

·

25C Draft
$1 ·~75 Pitcher 8-11

~day

All Imports $1.00

Ladies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies 9-12
D.J. & Dancing

·Thursday
24oz Draft
For 75C 8-11

Tuesday
Wedues~ay

Special Disc~unts
·
. Day&Nite

*Speeial: Happy Hour
$2.50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft
All Imports $1.25
M-F 12 til 7
(Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 273·4~97

5QC·ott ·a ny
·Pitcher 8-11

Saturday
. Happy Hour 8-11
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SPARKOMATIC

THE YEAR'S BEST PRICE

~~fREo 1 6fiCr~~. :~:.~:~. .
Program mable M • mory
5 AM 1t1h1Jn1
!» FM •1•11Uf11

~

tiE~ill~~=~~= =~

l:t u1ll 1n N at tt• He<1uct 1on
A1Jd 10 Vuw er 45 W1111

.~~!~!.L!,:8te
·-

-~ VALVOLINE

.. --- MOTOR OIL
10W40

CAL CUSTOM
11" CHROME
AIR CLEANER

9!..!..
ROBERK

CAR MIRROR

•300

JACK STANDS
EACH

I!!.

SAW
UPTOZ.10
SAVI 10.00 ON
AUOYHIR

so ~ .. . MONl1I una1a

WELLS
VOLTAGE
REGULATOR
#715, 730, 733, 7.66, & 723

~----+-----1''

...

s.oo

REMANUFACTURED

CARBURETORS

!.

~

WITH
EXCHANGE

Sunday to Sunday
7:00 _Qm to 11:00 pm
621 O S. Orange Blossom Trail -859-6171
5410 Silver Star Road -298-8230
3098 Aloma Avenue- 677-5488
5687 Gurry Ford Road ·282-0572

' · · J

~
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L
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Patz gets better with age
by Dan Russo
Future sports

Susan Patz is a towereing defender, here agmnst St~ ·L~o.

The UCF women's basketball team and head coach Joe
Sanchez must be thankful
that forward Susan Patz got
hooked on basketball her first
year of high school; otherwise, she might be pursuing a
track and .field career to this
- very day. ,
Patz, a former star center at
Orlando's Boone High School
and one of UCF' s top scorers
and rebounders this season,
said she decided to start playing basketball ''as some.t hing
else to do dur~ng the track off.
season.''
.
Patz said she started liking
the game during that time,
especially the team concept
that is not prevalent in track.
Patz -excelled at basketball
~:J during her years at Boone and
?0 by the time she was through
E she had been named to the
~ All-Metro Conference and All~ County teams. In her senior

year she averaged 25 points a
game and was named Boone's
Most Valuable Player. She
scored 1,000 points while
playing for the Braves.
The
6-foot-1-inch
sophomore says she just finds
basketball a lot of fun and
says th~ recognition she has
received has encouraged her.
Patz found the adjustment
from high school to ·college
level basketball difficult at
first, due to the change from
center to forward, but she
said that after a while the adjustment became easier.
Patz also said she had to adjust to the faster tempo of the
college game because of the
shot clock, which is not used
in high school ball, and tlte
overall greater abilities of the
athletes.
Patz also added that some
of the biggest differences she
found between the college and
high school game were the different caliber of teams on the
schedule, such as Division I

VUU'UE GUT TU PLRY

HERDS-UP .BRLL
WHEN IT COMES ro ~YOUR CAREER

Rollins -from page 21

THAT'S WHY
NSA OFFERS
YOU THESE
EX CIT.ING
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
There are opportunities in
. a variety of research and
development projects
ranging from individual
equipments to very
complex interactive
systems involving large
numbers of
microprocessors, minicomp~ters and computer.
graphics. Professional
growth is enhanced
through interaction with
highly experienced NSA
professionals and through ·
contacts in the industrial
and academic worlds.
Facilities for engineering
analysis and design
automation are among the
best available.

COMPUTER
SCIENCE·

LINGUISTS

THE REWARDS
AT NSA

At NSA you 'll discover one
of the larg~st computer
installations in the world
with almost every major
vendor of computer
equipment represented.
NSA careers provide
mixtures of such disciplines
as systems analysis and
design, scientific
applications programming,
data base management
systems, operating
systems, computer
networking/security, and
graphics .

NSA offers a wide range
of challenging assignments
for Slavic, Near Eastern
and Asian language majors
involving translation,
transcription and analysis/
reporting. Newly-hired
linguists can count on
receiving advanced training
in their primary language(s)
and can plan on many
years of continued
professional growth.

NSA offers a salary and
benefit program that' s
truly competitive with
private industry. There are
assignments for those who
wish to travel and
abundant good living in the
Baltimore-Washington area
for those who wish to stay
close to home.
Countless cultural,
historical, recreational and
educational opportunities
are ju1t minutes away
from NSA's convenient
suburban location.

MATHEMATICS
You'll work on diverse
agency problems applying
a variety of mathematical
disciplines. Specific
assignments might include
solving communicationsrelated problems,
performing long-range
mathematical research or
evaluating new techniques
. for communications
security .

schools. Tougher competition
and travel to many out of
state games also makes playing more difficult.
Patz says she spends a
great deal of her time with
basketball nowadays. "I
guess I spend two to two-anda-half hours a day just in
basketl;all practice, besides
the games and the road
trips,'' said Patz. But she added, "You have to be
dedicated whep you get on
this level ·of competition, you
have to be more competitive,
or else you're not going to be
playing.'' .
That competitiveness has
shown through this season as
Patz has consistently been
one of the top scorers and rebounder s for the Lady
Knights all season. At one
point this season she was second in the conference in scor- ·
ing with a 16.7 game point
average~ Earlier this season
she scored 37 points against
Harvard to set a new single
game scoring record, breaking the previous mark of 33
set by Teresa Tinsley during
the 1981-82 season.
Patz feels her season has
gone well so far. The only
goals she said she hopes to accomplish this year are winn·
ing the conference title and
going on to the national tournament, a goal she feels the
team has a definite shot at
reaf.fhing.
Since there are not many
career opportunities for
women in ·basketball, and
because she loves children,
Patz said she will probably
continue her studies in education to become a teacher.

An Equal Opportunity Employer, U.S. Citizenship Required.
On Campus Visit Dale Feb. 16th

To find out more
about NSA career
opportunities,
schedule an interview
through your college
placement office. For
additional information
on the National
Security Agency,
write to National
Security Agency,
Attn: M322, Fort
George G. Meade,
Maryland 20755.

played a big part in the win,
and he said Wednesday that
the team is practicing with
renewed enthusiasm and excitement.
The· men are preparing for
their game against Florida
Southern tonight in the UCF
gym. Machock said that he
expects the game to be very
emotional since the Knights
whipped Southern on· their
home court earlier in ~he
season. Facing the defending
conference champion Moccasins, Machock said that the
Knights' defense \_Vill have to
assert itself to win. He said
that "it will be a defensive
game.''

Downtown Oviedo

lfwYs. .4J9 a 421

Hours mon.·Sat.
1. . ~ ......
NE'lliTORLHOURSSUNDAY 1.n • 8:10pm.
USDAFoodSfMtp

~erM

~...,,,.
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Citadel· betters wrestlers
by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

to 134 pound class where he dominated his man to score a
had to face Wayne Dotter. 9-1 victory.
The Southern Conference
At th 167
d
e
poun c1ass
Champl.on p1'nned Whidden 1'n
. M a h mou d K enare h , wh o
onlY 37 second s.
wres tled for the fi rs t t'rme
since 1980 in the college
At the 142 pound class, ranks, lost a tough match to
Dale Mitchell lost to Jim Wayne Ward 9-5.
Dobbs 14-3. Dobbs, who is an
"Things would have been
excellent leg man, scored
different
if we would have
most of .his points in
been
healthy
coming into this
takedowns while Mitchell
match,"
Cucci
said.
· held his own on the mat with
his upper body strength.
This weekend the UCF

After having to forfeit twc
matches amounting to a total
of 12 points, the UCF wrestling team lost to Citadel by a
score of 32-16.
An injury to Russ Schenk's
collar bone and Chris
Kramer's and Jeff Horn's
quitting put the Knights in
the situation of having to
move t he lighter wrestlers up
orie ~eight class. But the experience will have the
Trent Smith put UCF on
Knights primed and ready for the board in the 150 pound
the South Eas~ern Inter- · class by pinning his man at
Collegiate Wrestling Associa- the 3 minute mark. Smith was
tion Championship at the no match for his opponent
Unversity of Tennesee at and had an 8 point lead at the
time of pin. Then Mike
Chattanooga on Saturday.
Bouchard, wrestling in place
The first Knight to fall was of injured Russ Schenk, who
Bill Whidden. Whidden mov- will be ready for the regional
ed from the 126 pound class competition, completely

wrestling team travels to
Chattanooga, Tenn. to compete in the SE IWA Championship. The Knights will
battle against LSU, Clemson,
University of · Tennesee,
South Carolina State, UTKnoxville, Stets_on and the.
University of Kentu.c ky
Wrestling _ Club.

Tim Barto/Future

The wrestlers will g_!) back to the drawing board after _losing .

Bergman---------from page 21
enjoys working with young
players, one of the reasons he
chose to coach at UCF.
For Bergman, coaching
baseball is not work, it is
more like a hobby. He says
you can measure a coach by
his longev1ty-he hopes he
never burns out.
Bergman said he strives to
get the full potential out of
his ball players no matter
what it takes, and that, he
said, has probably been his
reason for his success over the
years.
The Knights' baseball
coach said he got his start in
the game, like most other
kids, by playing in the youth
programs and Little League.
He said he realized in high
school that he was not good
enough to play professionally,
and at about the age of 15, he
decided he wante~ to go into
coaching.
"I always knew I wanted to
coach,'' said Bergman.
"There was never a doubt in
my mind that that was what I
wanted to do. 1 '
One thing Bergman has enjoyed, and will probably
always remember about his
coaching_ days at UCF, has
been the opportunity to coach
his son, Jay Bergman Jr.

Bergman said he was
denied the opportunity to
watch or coach his. son while
he was in high school due to
his obligations as a baseball
coach, but he said the past
two years together at UCF
have been good for both of
them and are probably their
best two years together.
With UCF moving its
sports .programs into the
tougher competition of Division I athletics, baseball will
not be spared the shift.
Bergman said he wished he
could have had one more year
of Division II play under his
belt, but said simply, "If we
are going to do it, let's do it."
Bergman said it will definitely make things more of a
.challenge.
As for coaching in the professional ranks, Bergman
says he has no aspirations. He
said he is content to stay at
the college level.
"I will continue coaching as
long as I feel thi'lt I can communicate and be productive,"
Bergman said. He said when
he reaches the .point when he
is doing neither, that will be·
the time to quit.
UCF baseball fans should
hope he does not get that feeling for a long time to come.

•

on l4K gold College Rings.
DATE :

2/6-2/10

TIME :

9:30-3:00

PLACE

Bookstore

.

:2

(r''? '". .

· 1'\:-'\f)~\

fA
·.

·.

Deposit Requ ired
MasterCard or Visa Accepted

JIR]G~YED
CLAsS RINGS.INC

'!;)

1983 AnCarved Class Rings. inc.

_

"
Now's the time to think about

your college ring. Not just any

ring- a 14K Gold College Ring
from ArtCarved , The karat gold
jewelry that's designed and handcrafted for lasting value .
And now an ArtCarved 14K Gold
College Ring is more affordable than you
think. Choose from an entire collection of
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings and
save $25 . This offer is for a limited tim·e
onfy, so come in and see all the great
ArtCarved styles with the custom options
that can let you have the ring of your
choice, the way you want it.
So graduate in style . Graduate to QOld!

The FUTURE regrets the error in last Friday's
paper. Instead of diamonds Art Carved is offeriQg
discounts on all gold rings. 10K & 14K
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Sports B·riefs
Doug DeMichele and Jim
Hann captured the Rec.
Services IM "Home on the
Range" best ball golf tour:
nament last Friday on the
UCF driving range with a
sudden death victory on
the fourth extra hole.
DeMichele held par on the
difficult 35-yard par 3
fourth hole to nail down the
victory over Joe Flatly and
Loren Knutson. The teams
finished the six-hole course
deadlocked at three over
par and matched score

through the first three
holes of the playoff.
The next IM "Home on
the Range" tournament, a
2 to 4 man scramble, will be
held March 2. The course is
a real challenge, the tournament is unique it's free.
Get some friends together
and join the fun.

•

••

The final of the Pizza
Hut/Rec. Services "Great
IM Shootout" will be held

at , halftime of the men 's
UCF vs. FIT basketball
game on Feb. 7. The top six
men and women qualifiers
· will shoot out from the free
throw line for pizza and
soda from Pizza Hut.

•••
Entries are now being accepted for the annual Rec.
Services Doubles Racquetball Tournament to be held
Feb. · 17 and 18. Call
275-2408 or stop by RS 101
for more information.

Sunshine State Conference Basketball Standings

Meri

Women
Fla. Southern
UCF
U. of Tampa
Rollins
St. Leo
Eckerd

*

U. of Tampa
Rollins .
UCF
Fla. Southern
St. Leo
Biscayne
Eckerd
FIT

4-1
4-1
4-1
2-3
1-4
0-5

*

7-0

3-3
3-3
3-3
4-3

3-3
2-4
0-6

As of Monday, Jan. 30
Brian Sipe appears to be ready for action.

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc~

Tim Barto/Future

USFL report

Jackson leaves camp; Sipe starts

\FOOD -&SPiRITS

UCF NIGHT
/

L
fr>GK
WHAT YOU CAN GET

Veteran cornerback Monte
Jackson left the Generals
training camp last week for
unknown reasons. Sources
close to the Generals said that
Jackson was unhappy with
his status there. Jackson had
only officially signed with the
Generals Jan. 23 and had
been practicing for a week
when he left. No official
reason for his departure was
given.
The Generals signed four
players last week: Clemson
kicker Obed Ariri, punter Bob
Grupp, Mississippi State cornerbacks William "Cookie"
Jackson and Ken Johnson.

Ariri comes to New Jersey
from the Washington
Federals as a free agent. He
set numerous NCAA records.
at Clemson inch~ding 60
career field goals.
Grupp has been in and out
of professional football since
1977 when he was drafted by
the NFL's New York Jets in
1977 in the seventh round. He
has also played for the Kansas City Chiefs where he was
named to the Pro Bowl, and
the Calgary Stampede of the
Canadian Football League.
Johnson and Jackson were
both four year lettermen for
MSU and Johnson either led

FOR YOUR FRIENDS
WITH .YOUR UCF l.D.
Every Wed. Night 9-iClosing
*2

for 1 cocktails
*Giant 23oz._Beers $1.50
*Appetizers
*Snacks
*Nachos

Friday 2 for 1
Saturday 3 for 1

10-Close
10-11

Orlando Fashion Square Mall
898-6041

or tied for the team lead in interceptions in each of the past
three seasons. Jackson had 37
tackles and one interception
this past season.
UCF is recieving $20,000
from the Generals for use of
the facilities which include
the athletic complex's locker
room, equipment room and
weight room. The package includes a $10,000 security
deposit and a deal with
SAGA for team meals.
Brian Sipe has begun officially practicing with the
Generals as of Thursday. The
ex-Browns star had been
under contract by his former
_team until it expired Feb. 1.
Sipe reported to camp last
week and has been working
out by himself. Coach Walt
Michaels was unsure but did
not expect to play Sipe in a
scrimmage against the
Oklahoma Outlaws scheduled
for this weekend.

-

GET IN STEP!
MAIN STREET ELECTRICAL
PARADE TALENT AUDITIONS

New Jersey Generals
1984 Schedule
.

-•

Feb, 26
March 2
March 11
March 18
March 25
April 1
April8
: April 15
April 22
April 29
May6
May 11
May21
May28
June 3
June 8
June 16
June 24

-·

Walt Disney World Co. wants you this Easter and
summer ... as part of the spectacular Main Street Electrical Parade!
If you're 16 years of age or older, and are in good
physical condition, come on out to our tryout: Beginning
promptly at 9:00 a.m., Saturday, February 4 at the
Orlando Expo Centre, 500 W Livingston St. (across from
the Bob Carr Auditorium) in downtown Orlando.
You don't need dancing or singing ability ... just come
prepared to participate in a short movement exercise; we
suggest casual clothing, allowing freedom of movement.
You'll also need to bring your Social Security card and age
verification.
If you' re cast, you'll join in Central Florida's most dazzling cavalcade - and earn a good wage for taking part in
the fun. So get in step!

Walt IV)isney World®
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
e-1984

wan Disney PrOductions

'"'

I

Birmingham
Jacksonville
Philadelphia
Houston
Washington
Los Angeles
Memphis
Arizona
Pittsburgh
Michigan
Oklahoma
Washington
Pittsburgh
Chicago
Tampa Bay
New Orleans
Denver
Philadelphia

1

'
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New and Improved
S.E.P.S.
( Student Escort Patrol Service).

Drive-up for an EscortIn addition to providing escorts from a call-inbasis, students and faculty can now drive up to the
Visitors Information Booth and request an escort
from their car to about anywhere on campus.
So if you're driving to campus after 7:00 p.m.
and before midnight, simply drive-up to the booth
and tell the dispatcher where you are going to
park. He will then radio the closest escort who will
meet you in the parking lot.
This expansion of servic~ is just one example
of the fine job these dedicated students are doing
to make our campus a friendly and safe place to live
and get an education. These students are welltrained, courtious, and willing to serve in any way
they can. Take advantage of this service provided
for you.

Call

~424

New use for Visitors · Information
BoothSEPS, the Student Escort Patrol Service
funded by the UCF Police Department and Student
Government, has relocated thier disp'a tch center .to
the Visitors Information Booth to better serve the
campus eommunity. At night the otherwise idle
booth will now come to life seven days a week
from 7:00 p.m.-midnight. This new program has
already begun so you can use it today.
This "out-in-the-open" dispatch center will also
serve as an additional set of eyes for our police .
department. The dispatch ·relocation came about
from a need to escort students from their cars to a
· campus building such as a dorm.
SEPS services, with over 3200 escorts · last
semester, can still be reached at the same phone
number (ex-2424) during their hours of operation.
They hope you will help make · the program a
continued success. '

7p.m. ·tu Midnight

